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Richardson Elected
Speaker Of House
general assembly orientation and by Sen. Joe Wright, D-Harned,
pre-session legislative conference who took over as Senate majority
at Kentucky Dam Village State leader.
In the contest for majority whip,
Park.
Sen. Joe Prather,D-Vine Grove, Mrs. Garrett, widow of former
became President Pro Tern of the Senate floor leader Tom Garrett,
was elected by acclamation when
Senateihis morning.
Sens. Delbert Murphy, D- no opponents entered the race.
The House was in caucus, meanOwensboro, and Helen Garrett, DPaducah, won victories today in while, to decide the hotly contested race for majority leader.
Senate leadership races.
Democratic Reps. William
Ed
Ford,
Sen.
Murphy defeated
D-Cynthiana, by a 15-14 vote for Brinkley of Madisonville, Jim
assistant Senate president pro LeMaster of Paris, Joe Clarke of
tern. That position had been held Danville and Aubrey Williams of
Louisville sought the post of majority leader, with Brinkley and
LeMaster apparently 94 front
runners.
Brinkley's forces were confident Sunday, saying their candidate could withstand any lastminute maneuvering by- the
fessions approved an amended bill opposition.
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
16-0.
State lawmakers have prefiled a
• Other House leadership posiThe action sets the stage for a: tions to be decided today include
racing bill, contrary to the wishes
struggle between Sturgill and Ed speaker pro tern. A Quartet of
of state Racing Commission
Flint, president of the horsemen's
Chairman William B. Sturgill and
representatives had entered the
association.
many leaders in Kentucky's horse
race, but by 10:30 this morning
Action was delayed by the com- Rep. Loyd Clapp,
industry.
D-Wingo had
of
urging
the
mittee Nov. 13 at
The bill makes no mention of
the
race leaving
out
of
dropped
Sturgill, until the racing commis- three
off-track betting and would leave
inHopefuls
candidates.
on
sion could reach agreement
present horse-medication rule
Hank
clude
Hancock,
incumbent
several issues, including legaliza- Frankfort, David Thomason,
unchanged. The measure was
tion of off-track betting,cuts in the Henderson and Jody Richards,
revised at the urging of the
state pan -mutual tax and reduc- Bowling Green.
Horsemen's Benevolent and Protion of the racing commission's
tective Association.
The selection of legislative
size and authority.
The bill would strip the racing
has in the past been decidleaders
the
of
approval
committee's
its
The
of
several
of
commission
amended bill Sunday came after ed for the most part in the goverpowers and state funds would be
two minutes of discussion. The nor's office. But that, from all
used to support a pair of Kenrevised measure had the approval accounts, has not been the case
tucky's smaller, struggling race
of the horsemen's association and this year.
tracks — Ellis Pork and Latonia.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. stayed
Ellis Park.
Sturgill and Churchill Downs
of the elections before the
clear
the
during
taken
The action was
President Lynn Stone urged the
Assembly and has
1980
General
at
conference
gislative
but
pre-le
action,
no
take
to
lawmakers
the perrepeated
apparently
State
Kentucky Dam Village
the interim joint Committee on
around.
time
this
formance
ProPark.
and
ns
Business Organizatio

By JENNIE B.GORDON
Staff Writer
State Representative Bobby
Richardson became Speaker of
the House this morning. Richardson, representative from the 23rd
district, had been the early
favorite to replace former
speaker William G. Kenton, Lexington. Kenton, who died early
this month, was expected to retain
his position for an unprecedented
fourth term this year.
Senate and House leaders are
being chosen during a four-day

Racing Bill Prefiled,
- Commission Unhappy

NEW LEADERSHIP — Bobby Richardson, left, 23rd district representative from Glasgow was elected
Speaker of the House of Representatives this morning at the Kentucky General Assembly orientation and
presession legislative conference at Kentucky Dam Village State Park. Richardson will refslace the late
William C. Kenton who served as speaker for three terms prior to his death Nov.5. '
Staff Photo By Jennie(;ordori.

Murder Trial, Hearings-Set During December Court Term

dials). and one count of official defendant i.s charged. with receivThe December term of Lir( nit
misconduct His tread is set for ing stolen property by receiving
Court begins this week with
and retaining property ,valued at
8, 1982.
Feb.
numerous cases set for trial
Monday, Dec. 7 -- The following more than $1,000, a Class I).
before Judge James M. Lasgiter.
have been Set t Com- Felony.
cases
According to Commonwealth's
Commonwealth vs. Bernard
vs. Timmy Cook, Rt. 2
monwealth
more
Ron
Christopher
attorney
716 Sycamore St., MurDowdy,
charged
is
hazel. The defcridant
trials than can be heard have been
defendant is charged
The
ray.
11
scheduled
a
in
trafficking
with
defendants
some
set, however,
of second-degree
counts
two
with
a
narcotic, a controlled substance,
are expected to enter guilty pleas
C Felony; theft
Class
a
burglary,
felon'.
C
Class
until
and .others may not be tried
items,a Class
numerous
taking
by
the... February_.leraL__O___co41 . ,('omonweahth vs. Kelly Perez,
undrr i100,- a
theft
and
Felony
I)
;tic
Tra
rd
Curnbe'rlash
Several.civillrials_has_e_been_set
r.
A
.Misdaineano
Class
Clarksville, Term The defendant
before the criminal term -begins.
Commonwealth vs Steve
is charged with theft. over $100, a
Jurors reported for duty today
Barnett, 1314 Vine Street, Murray.
Class I)Felony.
with the first criminal trial to
defendant ie charged with
The
vs
Rebecca
lth
Conunonwea
begin next Monday. The criminal
in a scheduled It nontrafficking
Park,
Trailer
Oaks
Shady
Loyd,
docket is as follows:
substance., A
controlled
narcotic
charged
Murray: The defendant is
Special
Thursday, Dec. :3
D
Felony.
Class
reto
make
failure
by
theft
with
a
Judge Thomas Spain has set
Commonwealth vs. Steve
quired disposition of proceeds of a
hearing in the case of Com1314 Vine St., Murray arid
Barnett,
Felony.
1)
(lass
a
check,
monwealth of Kentucky vs. David
Rt. 5, Muria',
Johnson.
Glenda
Thompson, but for different. Balentine. The sheriff-elect is
Commonwealth vs. Paul
On
Page 21
(Continued
The
reasons.
1,
Tenn.
Henry,
Itt
Powell,
charged with two counts of sexual
Morgan said the state should
conform with the federal tax
breaks, but should not try to make
it up with higher business taxes.
"There is no conceivable way
we can recoup this money from
the same people who will benefit
from the tax breaks," Morgan
said.
one of several regular appropria- non-essential government SerSenateWASHINGTON (API
He said that instead, if higher supporters of the new bombers
tions measures Congress is trying vicesfor half a day last week.
Part'of the strategy will include
taxes were imposed, he is afraid and missiles President Reagan
to pass before 1)ec. 15, when
they will fall on small wants appear to have the strength
stopgap spending authority getting final congressional action
businessmen who do not share in to turn aside challenges to the
expires.
on some of the domestic spending
final
given
has
the big-business bonanza.
Congress
far,
So
bills, shrinking the size of the nest
weapons as debate begins on a
Fiscal experts have pointed out $208.3 billion military spending
approval only to those individual interim appropriation.
Dornenici, R-N.M , said Sunday
that Reagan's tax cut for in- bill.
spending bills for the 'legislative
(Continued On Page 2)
dividual taxpayers will yield more
branch and . the District of
At the same time, though,
money for Kentucky.
Coluinhia Those measures not
Senate Budget Committee ChairThis is because under state law, man Pete V. Domenic' says
passed by the(headline will have to
wage earners are allowed to military spending will have to be
be included in another stopgap
deduct from their state income considered along with everything
The House, which has passed
taxes part of what they pay the else as part of a program to
Rain developing today. with
the bulk of its appropriations bills
federal government in taxes. dramatically cut budget deficits
highs in the low to inid 50s.
and sent them- to the Senate, has
Thus, the less they pay, the less in 1983 and 1984.
Rain and a chance of
no legislative business scheduled
their state deduction.
And Domenici and Treasury
thunderstorms this evening,
during the week. . .
But no such state law applies to Secretary Donald. T. Regan say
diminishing late tonight
I ti'publ ii'tins arid administration
corporations. Hence, corporations federal welfare, pension arid
Temperatures remaining nearofficials are trying to craft a
paying fewer federal taxes would medical programs will have to be
ly steady wall lows tonight no
proposed package by the end of
not wind up losing any state in- curtailed.
lower than the upper 40s. A
thir- wrt.k that would avoid the
come tax deductions because they
uhance of lingering showers
The Senate wag. beginning
kind of confrontation that halted
have known.
Tuesday, turning colder in the
debate today a military spending
bill that includes $2.1 billion to
afternoon highs 1 11W-Ily in
the 50s.
start work on a planned 100 13-1
bombers and approximately the
Kentucky Extended Forecast
same amount for MX missiles.
Wednesday through Friday The action comes as U.S. and
Near normal ts,Inperatures
Soviet negotiators open talks in
with little or no precipitation
Geneva on limiting tarjical
By The Associated Press
expected. Overnight lows in the
•
nuclear arms.
The Thanksgiving traffic death
mid 20s to .arourid 30 and.
behind a reported campaign of
Reagan has argued that contoll on the nation's roads reached
highs in the nod t,,
daytime
orchestrated leaks mounted to gressional backing for the nuclear
. per 40s.
of the four!
end
the
364
official
at
drive him from office, Allen said bombers and missiles will show
day holiday period, sulastantiaily he had no idea.
index
the Soviets that the.United States
fewer fatalities than were
On the gift itself, Allen said he is serious about rearming if the
projected.
One Section 14 Pages
"intercepted" papers and the Kremlin does not agree to his proThe figure represented road and
14
Aces
as
the
money
envelope containing
posals for disarming.• _
by
reported
highway
fatalities
Ii
12,
,
11
(lassifieds
"someone tried to thrust r them I
The House already has approvMehl The
Sunday'
midnight_
11
..
Comics
into' Mrs. Reagan's hand" at the ed both the B-1 and MX., money.
Thanksgiving weekend began at 6
6
Crosswords
end of the brief interview with the passing a $196.5 billion version of
p.m. Wednesday
4
Abby
Dear
journalists on Jan. 21, the day the military appropriation bill.
The National Safety Council had
5
Dr. Lamb
after the inauguration.
Senate attempts to 'eliminate
projected that between 480 and 580
5
-Iforoscope
In Tokyo, Tsugio Takamori, money far both .projects'are cx—
5
people Might %se their lives in'.
Local Scene
editor-in-chief of the magazine, pected'tà be defeated..
tniffic accidents over the four-day
Obituaries
said througha spokesman he had
"We haveno feeling we are go,. holiday weekend. There were 504
.1
Opinion Page
,"absolutely no comment" ow ing to win," said a Stratevst for. fatalities --over le -'holiday
- -smog ----.
Allen's action.
opponents of the B-1, who asked to
weekend la year
Meese said the decision .was remain anonymous. -The q 9es.Safety coOrtfil statisticians Said
made by Allen alone and Reagan lion is how much we are ding to ;eland 580 tot litmes might be.
"didn't have any counseling or inget rolled over by."
expected during a fotir-day nonput." Speakes said' he "didn't
, Ted StevenS,
.
Sch
week,erni at this tulle ot.
bolufbt.
know" if anyone tried to talk Allen
-!1,.-ed*,,o:y ing usually finds"chairman of the subcommittee on
it.
of
out
peop!c staying at home than
defense appropriations. said last
Akording to Speakes: - who week that he is ready'Iiitattadrs
y periods
other.bilida
SHOPPING OM
repeatedly refused ,• to give on the MX,.B-1 and other weapons
h
Thanksgiving
Till CHRISTMAS
Reagan's reaction à Mien's systems but expect_s nime of them
weekend .tearh toll was in 1968,
departure, the psesident "hasn't to
opie' were killed in
when
success,.
\passed judgnlair.either way" on
;ail is
The lkferise
traffic :1r
it.
7
•
•

Committee Considers
New Federal Tax Legislation
BySY RAMSEY
GILBERTSV/LLE, Ky.(AP) —
There's a division of special interests concerning the problem of
how the state will adjust to President Reagan's new tax-incentive
program for business.
The interim joint Committee on
Appropriations and Revenue met
Sunday to wrestle with the issue
and various options were suggested.. However, the committee
decided to wait until the 1982 session begins in about a month
_
before taking action.
At issue is the Economic
Recovery Tax Act passed by Congress last August which offers
several tax breaks for corporations, partnerships and small
businesses in Kentucky.
Kentucky, unlike many states,
does not automatically , adopt
changes in federal law, and the
committee was told last month
that if the same windfall were
given as the federal version, it
would cost the state substantial
revenue,
The state would lose $16.4
million this fiscal year and $30
million next year if the new
federal schedule were adopted,

according to a recent compilation.
Such estimates grow in future
years, with one citizens' group
forecasting a $112 million annual
loss in revenue by 1986.
There are six options to dealing
with the new federal law, the
appropriations committee was
told, ranging from conformity to a
refusal to adhere.
It was suggested by a
, spokesman for the Kentucky
Society of Certified Public Accountants that the General
Assembly adopt the federal tax
code on depreciation and make up
the less of funds by increasing the
corporate tax rate. _
Phil Thompson,speaking for the
state Chamber of Commerce, proprised adoption without compensating new taxes. Eventually the
state will have a net gain in taxes
because of the increased business
incentive and activity, he added.
"Is this what's known as the
trickle-down effect?" quipped
Sen. John Berry, D-New Castle,
alluding to one of the favorite
Reagan administration terms.
Mack Morgan, representing the
Kerftifelty Federation of Retailers,
gave a similar view to that of

U.S.Senate Debate Begins
For Military Spending Bill

sloppy day

Reagan Pleased With Allen
For Stepping Aside as Adviser
SANTAISARBARA, Calif.(AP)
— ^ President Reagan believes
Richard V. Allen took "the proper
course" in stepping aside as national security adviser while he is
under investigation by the Justice
Department, a top White House
aide says.
After Allen's surprise announcement Sunday on NBC's "Meet the
Press," even his strongest supporter in the White House — his
boss, presidential counselor Edwin Meese III — said he .thought
•_Abe decon to atswaside was "a
good idea" and President Reagan
considered it "the proper course."
Allen said he asked Reagan on
Saturday to go on leave because
"the interest- in this rase had
-developed to an extent that great
pressures 'have been brought to
bear on the White House."
Allen depied any wrongdoing
but conceded that he did "exercise
bad judgment" in sticking the
cash in a safe — and forgetting
-4 it — instead of turning it
al,

over to the proper authorities. He
said he was now free "to speak
out" where before he "had to
react to innuendo" and much of
what he did say was disregarded.
Deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes, asked
whether Allen would be welcome
back if the Justice Department investigation finds no basis.for appointing a special prosecutor or
continuing the probe, replied...
"We would have to-wait and see,
but I would not assume
otherwise"
Meese, who by numerous accounts sup_ported Allen -While
other top pl•esidential aides and
Nancy -Reagan reportedly were
urging his ouster, said he thought
Allen had been "very forthright",
in his television appearance. He
added, "We'll have to await the
outcome now.-"
Retired Rear Adm. James
Nance, 60, Allen's deputy, will
take over the duties of the national
security adviser.
Asked in the broadcast who was

Thanksgiving
Traffic Toll
Released

today s

•
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High Court Hearing Arguments
In Case Against Richard Nixon
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court, in a case of potentially historic importance, is hearing arguments over whether
former President Nixon can be
forced to pay money out of his own
pocket for violating the rights of
Americans.
At stake is the claim by Pentagon "whistleblower" A. Ernest
Fitzgerald that Nixon had him
fired for disclosing to Congress in

1968 that the C-5A military
transport plane could run $2
billion over estimates.
Fitzgerald, who sued Nixon and
two aides for $3.5 million, claims
his constitutional right to free
speech and his rights to make his
views known to Congress were
violated.
Nixon lawyer Herbert J. Miller
Jr. contends that a president
needs absolute immunity from

Congress
that he is confident "that come
Dec. 15 at least we are going to
have a continuing resolution in
place that the president clearly indicates he will sign."
Questioned on CBS' "Face the
Nation," Domenici added that the
next stopgap measure must include "somewhere around $2
billion" in additional budget
savings.
Dismissing arguments that such
an amount is not much compared
with projections showing the 1982
budget deficit soaring to $60
billion to $80 billion, Domenici
said: "It is important that the
president make it clear to the Congres,s that this first exercise in
fiscal responsibility is just that,
and that there is more to come,
and that he is serious about controlling this enormous growth in
the federal government."
In addition, Domenici said he
expects the president in January
to send Congress a budget "to set
The Murray Ledger & Times
USPS 306-7001
The Murray Ledger SC Times is published every afternoon except Sundays, July
4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc., 106 N. 4th, Murray, Ky.
42071. Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas
served by carriers, $3.25 per month,
payable in advance. By mail in Calloway
County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and Paris,
Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $24.50 per
year. By mail to other destinations $39.50
per year.
To reach all departments of the
perspaper phone 753-1916.
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lawsuits seeking money damages
for misconduct in office if he is to
be "vigorous and fearless" in performing his duties,.
Elliot L. Richardson, a former
attorney general in the Nixon
administration, argues that the
president's immunity also extends
to former Nixon aides Bryce N.
Harlow and Alexander P.
Butterfield.
Richardson also says Fitzgerald
has not made out proper legal
claims to back up his case.
Fitzgerald's lawyer, John E.
Nolan Jr., says absolute immunity
for the president may be acceptable in "exceptional situations,"
but that neither history nor the
Constitution requires it in all
cases.
The final decision on whether
the president is subject to civil
suits for money damages is expected by July. The president
already is subject to certain court
orders such as injunctions and
subpoenas.
Nixon is trying to squelch all
current lawsuits seeking money
damages
and block all such
suits in the future.

the fiscal policy of this country on
a path that dramatically cuts
deficits in '83 and '84."
Part of that process, he said,
will include taking a new look at
the military budget.
Reagan has proposed reducing
the growth in military spending by
$13 billion over three years, but
Domenici said, "I think it has to
be between 23 (billion) and 26
( billion)."
He also said that while the personal and business tax reductions
enacted this year should remain in
place, there should be
"somewhere in the neighborhood
of $45 to $50 billion in 1983 and '84"
in increased tax revenues through
elimination of various loopholes
and tax breaks.
He also said reductions in
government benefit programs
such as Social Sesarity and
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - "I
"something like putting a cap" on didn't want to kill
him, Lord have
annual appropriations will be mercy," Eileen Watkin
s said, but
necessary to pare swelling the 75-year-o
ld great-greatdeficits.
grandmother said she picked up
Treasury Secretary Regan, in- her dusty gun and
wounded a
terviewed on ABC's "This Week burglar becaus
e she "knew he
with David Brinkley," said was in here
and I had to get him
Reagan's January budget will out."
probably project a deficit between
The scene was Mrs. Watkins'
$60 billion and $75 billion.
living room and the shot, fired
That means, he sad,"we are go- from the .32-caliber
revolver she
ing to have to get into the kept in a shoeba
g in her bedroom,
entitlements sooner or later."
sent the would-be burglar running
"We have to look at Medicaid, from the house, police
said.
we have to look at pensions, we
Adrian L. Stodghill, 19, of Inhave to look at the cost-of-living dianapolis was
arrested and
indexes and what has been going charged with
the break-in soon
on," Regan said, adding that any after arriving at
the Wishard
changes in Social Security should Memorial Hospita
l emergency
awaiting a presidential commis- room with wound
a
to his upper
sion's study.
left arm.

Burglar Wounded
By 75-Year-Old
Grandmother

ONE INJURED-Rodney Black,Rt.1 Farmington, was
treated and released at Murray-Calloway County
Hospitalfor back lacerations and an injured hand and arm
following a two-car collision about6:40 a.m. today.
According to police reports, Black was a passenger in a jeep
driven by Larry E.Edwards,Rt. 1, Murray.The
jeep was southbound on US.641 when it reportedly was
struck by a northbound car driven by John Hornbuckle Jr. who was attempting a left turn in Vickers, reports
said. Black was thrown from the jeep and the
vehicle rolled on top of him, reports added. Hornbuckle
was charged with having no insurance and
no
operator's license, reports said.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders

Court
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(Continued From Page 1)

Defendant Johnson is charged sistent felony offender, a Class C
meanor and possession of mariwith second degree burglary, a Felony.
juana,
a Class B Misdemeanor,
Class C Felony; four counts of
Commonwealth vs. Donald DunAt 9 a.m. on Dec. 8a jury is to
receiving stolen property, Class D can, Rt. 1 Dexter and Allen
Wayne decide whether
Connie Warren,
Felonies, possession of a schedule Paschall, Rt. 7, Murray
.
II narcotic substance, a Class D dant Paschall is chargedDefen- Calloway county, is mentally comwith petent to stand
trial for murder
Felony. Both defendants are three counts of third
degree during the
December term of
charged with theft over $100, a burglary, Class D Felonies
and
Class D Felony.
three counts of theft over $100, court.
Wednesday, Dec.9 - Special
Commonwealth vs. Bill Wilson, Class D Felonies. Defendant DunRt. 3, Box 383 Murray. The defen- can is charged with one count of Judge Thomas Spain has set a
dant is charged with 3 counts of third degree burglary and two Pretrial hearing in the case of
Commonwealth vs. David Balentrafficking in a schedule H non- counts of theft over $100.
narcotic controlled substance,
Comonwalth vs. Porter • Mc- tine at 10:30 a.m.
Trial is set in the case of ComClass D Felonies and trafficking Cuiston, Riviera Courts, Murray.
in a schedule II narcotic controll- The defendant is charged with monwealth vs. Merritt Lawson.
ed substance,a Class C Felony.
criminal possession of a forged in- Rt. 1, Murray., The defendant is
charged in a 29-count indictment
Commonwealth vs. Michael strument,a Class D Felony.
Baker, 401 Jerome Dr., Paris,
Commonwealth vs. Bernie with numerous counts of unlawfully possessing the
Tenn. The defendant is charged Bridges, 300 Pine St., Murray
. The a r.otor vehicle left front door of
with second degree burglary, a defendant is charg
valued at $100 or
ed with more and
several counts of
Class D Felony and theft over criminal possession of a
forged in- obscuring
the identity of a
$100,a Class D Felony.
strument,a Class D Felony.
Tuesday, Dec.8-The following
Commonwealth vs. Mark machine by unlawfully possessing
trials have been set:
Travis, no address given. The the transmission of a vehicle. All
29 charges are Class D Felonies.
Commonwealth vs. Billy Dun- defendant is charged with
two
Monday, Dec. 14-Trial is set in
can, Rt. 6, Box 50, Murray. The counts of third degree burglary,
the case of Commonwealth vs.
defendant is charged with two Class D Felonies; two counts
of Connie Warren.'The
counts of theft over $100, Class D authorized use of a motor
defendant is
vehicle, charged with
murder,a capital ofFelonies.
Class A Misdemeanors possession
Commonwealth vs. Gary of a forged instrument, a Class D fense. He is charged in connection
with the shooting death of James
Lawrence, Rt. 1, Kirksey. The Felony and second degree
persis- Sullivan on or
about July 16, 1981.
defendant has been charged with tent felony offende
r, a Class C
Thursday, Dec. 17- Trial is set
Duncan on two counts of theft over Felony.
in Marshall Circuit Court for Ron$100, Class D Felonies.
Commonwealth vs. Robert ny
Blakely, Benton. Special
Commonwealth vs. Valerie Bizzell, 219 Hart
Ross, Rt. 3, Box 352 Murray. The State University. Hall, Murray Judge, Wood C. Tipton will
The defendant is preside in the
trial. The defendant
defendant has been charged with charged with
possession of a is the son of Keys
two counts of criminal possession scheduled II
narcotic, a Class D Murray. Blakel Blakely, Rt. 1,
of a forged instrument, Class D Felony, possess
y is charged with
ion of a Schedule I first degree
rape, a Class A
Felonies and second degree per- non-narcotic,
a Class A Misde- Felony

Bill Would Transfer Responsibility
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.(AP)The responsibility for area
development districts would be
transferred to the governor's office, under the recommendation of
a legislative subcommittee.
The Area Development District
Subcommittee, meeting on the
issue Sunday, heard one member
say the transfer was needed
because of "an almost intolerable
situation" in the state Commerce
Cabinet.
The subcommittee began studying the possibility of the governor's office taking over area
development district responsibility several months ago, shortly
after Commerce Secretary Bruce

Lunsford recommended a
substantial budgetcut for the
districts, commonly called ADDs.
Officials of some ADDs have not
hidden their disenchantment with
commerce officials and have lobbied extensively with legislators
and Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s office to retain their funding.
The recommendation of the subcommittee, if adopted by the full
Amopriations and Revenue
Committee and the 1982 General
Assembly, would continue state
funding for the ADDs.
During the current biennium,
the districts received state funds
totaling about $3 million.
The ADDs had asked the sub-

committee to approve $6 million in
funding for the next two fiscal
years.
Such an increase is considered
Unlikely, however, due to the
state's tight financial situation.
Instead, the subcommittee recotamended that funding for the
districts during the 1982-84 biennium total at least $1.5 million a
year.
The possibility of establishing
an administrative support fund
would be investigated by the
General Assembly under another
suggestion of the subcommittee.
The fund would be used to provide adminstrative support for the
ADDs.

State Traffic Toll Climbs To 14
Lawn Tractors
with rear bagger
Why suffer through
another fall" Get a 5- or
8-hp John Deere Lawn
Tractor and equip it with
4-bushel
bagging
attachment

Walk-Behind
Mowers
Choose from five
models of walkbehind mowers that
can be equipped with
an optional bagger to
clean up leaves and
clippings as- you mow

Power Blowers

Lawn Sweepers

Backpack
or handheld
models
are

Attach a 31- or 38-inch
lawn sweeper to your
lawn tractor or riding
mower and save hours of
raking. Heavy-duty
hamper is easy to clean,
long-wearing.

The Associated Press
The death of a young
boy in Scott County
brought Kentucky's
highway deaths to 14 during the long Thanksgiving
weekend, according to
state and local police.
Sheriff's officers said
Charlie Wilson, 6, of near
Skimping Ground, was
kilred Sunday night in a
one vehicle accident on
U.S.62 near Oxford, about
5 miles east of
Georgetown.
Officers quoted the
boy's mother as saying
she, was forced off the
road by another vehicle,
struck an abutment and
the boy was thrown
against the windshield.
The child was dead on arrival at the Georgetown
hospital.
The deaths increased
the yearly highway accident toll to 754, compared
to 746 killed through Nov.
29a year ago.
Eleven people lost their
lives in driving mishaps
during the 1980
Thanksgiving reporting

period.
a culvert. KSP informa- left Kentucky 1147 about
Donald G. Long, 51, of tion officer Bill Riley said three miles south of ScottLouisville died at 9:15 that the vehicle had ap- sville and struck an
Sunday night when the parently been stolen Fri- embankment.
car he was driving left day night.
Randel Lee Hurt, 19, of
River Road in Louisville
Sherry Akers, 13, was Hazel Green, died Thursat the entrance to Carrie killed Friday when the day in a single-car
Gaulberf Cox Park and car in which she was
a accident in Wolfe County,
struck a tree, according passenger skidded off 2',.2 miles east of Hazel
to Deputy Jefferson Kentucky 221 a mile east Green on Kentucky 191.
County Coroner Robert of Stony Fork in Bell Officers said his body
M. Adams.
County and plunged down was found about 8 a.m.
Quinelll B. Preece, 34, a 100-foot embankment, Friday.
of Lovely in Martin Coun- state police report
A farm tractor overed.
ty died at 4 a.m. Sunday Two others in the car turned on a Graves Counof injuries she suffered at were hospitalized.
ty rural road , Thursday
1:30 p.m. on ThanksgivWill Watkins, 87, of afternoon, fatally injuring when her car ran off Gamaliel, was killed Fri- ing a passenger on
the
Kentucky 40 some two day when his car ran off vehicle. State police said
miles west of Lovely, U.S. 127 in Russell County the victim was Lori A.
state police said. The vic- at the Russell Springs ci- Mahan,15, of Paducah.
tim's car struck a con- ty limits.
Charles Gilkey, 22, of
crete bulkhead of an
Arthur Chalmer Davis, Lexington, was killed
unused coal mine.
64, of Red Boiling Spr- Thursday when his car
Charles Wurfel,.39, of ings, Tenn., and Joyce ran off Kentucky 49 in
Louisville was injured Poston Jernig
an, 54, of Nelson County. No other
fatally in a two-vehicle Mt. Sherma
n, Ky., were details were available.
crash Saturday evening killed Thursday
Maria Karl LaBlanc,
when the
in Jefferson County.
motorcycle on which they 30, of Elizabethtown died
Virgil Earls, 19, of were riding
left U.S. 127 Wednesday evening
Cumberland, was killed and went
down a 150-foot shortly after she was hit
Saturday when his car .emban
by a van while crosinic
kment.
went out of control on
Teresa G. Mayhew, 28, U. S. 31 W in ElizaU.S. 119 near Totz in of Scottsv
ille, was killed bethtown. No charges
Harlan County and struck Thursday
when her car were filed in the cese.
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Administration
opens
negotiations
WASHINGTON (AP) — It would be an ironic
twist if an American president with Ronald
Reagan's hard-line reputation reversed the nuclear
arms race.
But that's the kind of drama that could be unfolding as the administration opens negotiations
with the Soviets today in Geneva.
As the talks drew near,the administration quietly
shifted gears. After scorning Soviet President
Leonid I. Brezhnev's call for a European missile
moratorium as old hat,the State Department began
to take a softer line.
It found "reason for encouragement" in the
dialogue getting under way and said the Soviets
were "beginning to see the advantages of pursuing
genuine arms reductions."
The Soviets at the same time eased away from
criticizing Reagan's offer, while Brezhnev revived
his idea of a moratorium coupled with a unilateral
reduction in some Soviet missiles.
Until Reagan made his dramatic offer for sharp
reductions in U.S. and Soviet missile arsenals, he
had maintained a consistently hard line toward
Moscow, one in keeping with his deeply conservative image.
Supporters of arms control were dispirited,
hunkering down for at least four long years of a
renewed Cold War.
Even Reagan's two predecessors, Gerald Ford
and Jimmy Carter, had hesitated under attacks
from the right — and Reagan himself.
Ford delayed completing the SALT II treaty to
limit long-range bombers and intercontinental
ballistic missiles. Candidate Reagan was hectoring
Ford with the argument that the treaty would put
the United States at a strategic disadvantage.
Carter finished the pact but did not submit it to
the Senate for ratification. A conservative bloc was
threatening to mount a veto while Reagan remained critical of the treaty's terms.
Now, however, Reagan may be vaulting past
Ford and Carter to reduce nuclear arsenals, not
simply limit their growth.
And encouraging Reagan from the opposite end of
the political spectrum is George McGovern, the
1972 Democratic nominee.
"It puts the Soviets on the defensive" he said.
-I'm not at all sure they are going to accept the proposal, but I'm glad the president made it. It would
surprise me a little if the Soviets agreed to those
terms, but at least this will provide the basis for
some kind of negotiations."
There are ample precedents for a turnabout.
Richard Nixon, who built his career on combatting communism, went to Peking as president and
ended a quarter-century of hostility with China.
Charles de Gaulle, a fervent nationalist, presided
over Algeria's separation from France.
History may have forced their moves, as Reagan
may be impelled by a number of pressures, including fears in Europe and around the world about
a nuclear disaster and the sheer cost of modern
weapons.
Soviet missiles have all Western European
capitals within their range. That frightens the
Europeans, and there is stiff resistance to
deploying new U.S. Missiles targeted on the Soviet
Union.
The Carter administration got NATO to go along
with the deployment plan two years ago by promising to try to work out an understanding with the
Soviets before 1983, when the missiles are to be
emplaced.
The Europeans, alarmed at Reagan's raising the
specter of a limited nuclear war last month, have
kept up the pressure. The negotiations in Geneva
are the result of that pressure and the 1979 pledge.
Reagan is trying to preserve the solidarity of the
affiance, but in the process he is giving arms control
the kind of presidential support that his hawkish image seemed to rule out.
Significantly, he did not link his proposal to cut
back missiles to good behavior by the Soviets in
Afghanistan,Poland or anywhere else.
Presumably, Reagan was sending the Kremlin a
signal that there could be an agreement to reduce
nuclear weapons even if the United States and the
Soviet Union disagreed on other fronts.
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1981's most forgettable stories
41.

y we mew
United Press International's roundup
of the most forgettable stories of
1981.
Dick West who writes a UPI Column from Washington concluded
there were no clear cut winners from
his post. "I don't remember 1981 as a
year that produced outstandingly
forgettable stories," he said.
"Uniformly forgettable" is the way I
would characterize them."
However, West did point to the
reports about Billy Carter's
whereabouts and "anything said or
done by Vice President George Bush
as being rather forgettable in nature.
In UPI's roundup no one gave mention to the 18-cent postage stamp or
the attempt by the Agriculture
Department to have ketchup
classified as a vegetable on school
lunch menus.
Numerous quotations came to the

• to
ron It
the more forgettable. One included
President Ronald Reagan's "we're
just one happy group," the week
Secretary of State Alexander Haig
was complaining of "guerrilla campaign" at the White House to get him.
Now for UP's list of the 10 most
forgettable stories of 1981:
1. Nancy Reagan orders 4,372
pieces of china for the White House.
2. Ronald Reagan's 30-day vacation of Rancho Cielo.
3. Alexander Haig's "I'm in
charge" pronouncement the day the
president was wounded.
4. David Stockman's "Trojan
horse" interview.
5. Bo Derek's acting career. Note:
Photographs excluded from this
ranking.
6. Brooke Shields' acting career.
7. George Steinbrenner's Los
Angeles elevator ride.

market and California earthquake
predictions.
9. "Spider Dan" Goodwin (and
others) who scaled skyscrapers.
10. The solution to Rubic's Cube.
••

In an attempt to be completely fair
about the news in 1981 let us not
forget those national and international incidents in the news. Our
choices for the Top 10 stories in 1981
include the following:
Two flights of the space shuttle Columbia.
Fifty-two American hostages freed
by Iran after 444 days.
President Reagan, three others
wounded in an assassination attempt.
Reaganonics: Tax and budget cuts,
Stockman controversy,
Sandra Day O'Connor's affirmation as the first woman justice on the

Egyptian president Sadat
assassinated.
Kansas City Hotel walkways collapse, killing 113.
Wayne Williams charged in two of
Atlanta's youth murders.
Wedding of Prince Charles and
Lady Diana Spencer.
Jean Harris convicted in death of
Dr. Herman Tarnower.
We have not placed the top stories
in any particular order. Instead we
feel for each person the order of importance would be different
••
Readers are asked to send us their
1981 most forgettable stories of 1981
so we may compile another list including Murray and Calloway County
before the year ends. Please mail
suggestions in care -of the Murray
Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071

Looking back
Ten years ago
A discussion led by Murray City
Councilman Rex Alexander concerning possible relocation of Murray City Park was at a meeting -of Murray
City Council.
John C. Winter, faculty member of
Fine Arts Department, Murray State
University, was to present the first
program of FOCUS Dec. 3 at
Paducah Community College.

'What does the
Reagan inner chtle
want for Chrikas?...

Twenty years ago—
Calloway County Judge Waylon
Rayburn, chairman of Calloway
County Chapter of American Red
Cross, announced completion of a
Disaster Plan for Calloway County.
Committee members include Marvin
0. Wrather, Bernard Harvey, Susie
-McDevitt,and Robert O. Miller.
An open house was planned Dec. 3
at a new elementary school on
Williams Avenue for Murray City
System. Total coast of the building
and grounds was listed as $165,000.
- • Thirty years ago—
Alb% law
Mont1111,,,'-

C Copley News Service

A group of 20 farm men and women
on Nov. 28 toured farms of Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell Palmer, Mr. and Mrs.
Baron Palmer, and Mr.. and Mrs.
John Cunningham and Mr. and Mrs.
G. W. Edmonds.

letter to editor

Words of wisdom help explain situations, events
Dear Editor
It is strange, fascinating, and
possibly beneficial the way words
from the past, words of wisdom, help
to explain, help to clarify, present
situations and events. "Each quotation contributes something to the
stability or enlargement of the
language." "They reveal to us that
people from ancient times, from the
first written utterances, can speak to
us today in ways that inspire, comfort,and entertain."
A few examples follow: "The trouble with people is not that they don't
know but that they know so much
that ain't so" (This might refer to
Congress and David Stockman. The
question of creditability and budget
figures and philosophy.)
"Great ability without discretion
comes almost invariably to a tragic
end." (This might refer to Richard
Allen and the acceptance of money

from a magazine representative for
arranging an exclusive interview
with the First Lady.)
"If it is not the truth it is very well
invented." (This might refer to
David Stockman and his article in a
magazine about the economic program of the president.)
"It is the nature of all greatness not
to be exact."(This might refer to the
recent conflicting statements that
were made by several officials of the
government as to domestic and
foreign policy objectives and
methods.)
"An event has happened upon
which it is difficult to speak and impossible to be silent." (This might
refer to a Washington newspaper and
the Richard Allen case of missing
money that was supposed to go to
charity.)
-He that wrestles with us
strengthens our nerves and sharpen
our skills. Our antagonist is our

helper." This might refer to why the
Secretary of Defense wants to increase the defense budget to include
the MX missile and the B1 bomber.)
"If you want peace prepare for
war."(This might refer to a recently
revealed fact that the U.S.S.R.,
France, West Germany,and the U.S.
are engaged in the sale of military
goods to third world nations at an unpresidented rate. Mutual, Arms
Deterent or MAD is still the present
policy of all the super powers.)
"The urge for destruction is also a
creative urge." (This might refer to
the situation in the Middle East
where all the nations have justified
the use of force to achieve their self
proclaimed legitimate ends.)
"There is little friendship in the
world, and least of all between
equals."(This might refer to the international struggle between the
United States and the Soviet Union.)
"Men in great places are thrice

Retirement isn't bed of roses
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a retired
foreman. For 28 years, I complained
that I had too much to do, too much
responsibility, and too much
pressure on the job. Now, not even a
year after retirement, I miss the
phone ringing and people coming to
me to get the job done right. I miss
the many wofk-related daily deck
sions. I was miserably happy with
my pressure-tooker job! Now, I am
just miserably bored and unhappy.
Income is a factor, but I need to get
back to work to feel alive again. Is

this a common feeling for retirees, or
am Ian incurable workaholic? T.R.
ANSWER: It is a very common
feeling. You were not really ready to
retire. One of the most intense problems of retirement is the loss of
identity, status, and just plain enthusiasm for life that many can only
get from their jobs. Many retirees
can transfer their enthusiasm to hobbies or other recreational retirement
activities. Many can not, or at least
will not, and they find themselves
wanting to go back to work. Only one
out of six men retire on their own accord and a high percentage of these
men return to work shortly after.
retirement.
And, new-that we have had iliemen
on the work force for naa,ny years,
they are finding that, upon retirement, man)
,of them are not ready to
retire either.
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old

servants; servants of the state,servants of fame, and servants of
business." (This might refer to the
present administration's economic
philosophy. First in defense, first in
worldly influence, and first in
economic stability and national
security.)
"Capital ip condensed labor. It is
nothing until labor takes hold of it.
Capital and labor are one, and they
will draw nearer to each other as the
world advances in intellect and
goodness." (This might refer to the
recent sales of complete factories to
the workers as the new way to protect employees and stockholders.)
-Democracy is based upon the conviction that there are extraordinary
possibilities in ordinary people."
(This might refer to the sudden
popularity of good old Country
Music.)(For years Eddy Arnold was
tolerated, now he is revered.)
I.. J. Wolfe

COIAF1F

ISM Ptir Neosho Synd

and 60 pounds overweight. First of
all, I want to know if this is a common
problem with senior citizens, and
secondly, what kind of diet should an
older person use to lose weight?
ANSWER: According to recent er•
figures, 55 percent of all senior
citizens are overweight. So, it is a
very common problem.
About dieting, see your doctor.
Generally speaking, most people are
safe if they just cal down their intake
of food while maintaining a balanced
diet. Do not crash diet or starve
Yourself, Of try to diet on only one-or
two foods. See your doctor so that you
can be assured that you'do not have
any other problems that could be aggravated by certain kinds of diets.
And, as ligilb.fr_igh-blood pressure,
your doctor may prefer that you go
o 4to
on a diet that has a low sodium con- lt
.••• tow 116,
tent. There are many types of diets,
and only your physician can
I
II
prescribe the one that's right for you.
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Date book
ministry, and food may
be purchased in the tea
Calloway County Band room or cafeteria and
Boosters will have a taken to the Ohio Room,
potluck supper Tuesday, on the third level, for the
Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. in Die luncheon program.
The luncheons are for
band room at Calloway
students, fatuity,'and inCounty High School.
Thomas Dowdy, presi- terested persons from the
dent, said a meeting will surrounding community.
follow the supper and
urged all interested perretired teachers
sons to attend.

band boosters

The Calloway County
Retired Teachers
"The Future for Voca- Association will have its
tional Education" will be annual Christmas lunthe subject discussed by cheon Monday, Dec. 7, at

ucm luncheon

•

tennis lineup
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will meet at 9 a.m.
Thursday, Dec. 3, at the
home of Vickie Baker to
drive to Kenlake Tennis
Center for play.
The lineup is as
follows:
Court One - Sandy
Brannon, Annie Knight,
Janie Ryan, and Mug
Rigsby.
Court Two - Marilyn
Adkins, Vickie Baker,
Leisa Faughn, and Cathy

being sponsored by the
faculty and staff at Murray High and the Parent
Teacher Organization.
Officers of the PTO are
Joe Pat James, president; Barbara Rose, vice
president; Drucilla
Owens, secretary;
Daytha Howell,
treasurer.
W. A. Franklin, schoo
principal, said the p
gram will begin at 6: I p.m. and it will giv
parents an opportunity a.
meet the teachers and at
tend an abbreviate •
schedule of classes
4 •T

PREPARING FOR the Christmas Bazaar at
First Christian Church on Dec. 5 from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m. were, top left, from left, Marge Hays, Jewel
Jones, and Jean Fleming; top right, from left,
Vicky Holton, Rebecca Dublin, chairman, Pat
Knowland, and Tory Holton; and bottom left, from
left, Tory Holton, Brandon Lucas, and Alan Forrester.

House Smorgasbord.
Reservations should be
made by Dec. 3 to
members of the telephone
committee.
Joan Bowker's students
will present a musical
program. Dr. Rubye
Smith, president, will
preside and extends an
invitation to all retired
teachers in the count

HospitalReport

AMMO.bre in tee

vitiort• admilar.
HARRISON F ORD

7:05.9:06 +2.tio sat.,Sun.
- DONT YOU WISH
'
YOU WERE ARTHUR
N: Dudley . l. tza
MInnen.
Moore

k

the West Kejitucky Vocational School in Paducah,
at the Wednesday luncheon for United Campus
Ministry.
UCM luncheons are
each Wednesday from
12:30 until 1:20 p.m. in the
Ohio Room of University
Center, room 304, Murray
State University. Coffee
s furnished b the

I,-losl Iu. mu-,,
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11-24-81
Adults 148
Nursery 9
_ Newborn Admissions
Harrison, Baby Girl
(Deborah), Rt. 2,
Camden,Tenn.
Hutson, Baby Girl
(Brenda), 603 Vine, Murray.
Dismissals
Myron D. Vanleer, Bx.
8153 Woods Hall, Murray,
Frances Jeanie Oliver
and Baby ,Boy, Itt. 2,
Paris, Tenn., Clarence 0.
McClure,517 Broad, Murray, Linda E.
Haverstock, 204 S. 6th,
Murray, Cynthia L.
Lewis, 46 McClains,
Paris, Tenn.
Evelyn R. Taylor, Rt. 4,
Fulton, Jimmy L.
Hawkins, 6401
/
2 S. 10th,
Murray, Janette Wade,
Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.,
Frances R. Sanderfer,
612 Depot, Paris, Tenn.,
Paul N. Reed, P.O. Bx.
105, Murray, Jason B.
Barnett, Rt.8, Murray.
Jason D. Phillips, Rt. 6,
Murray, Jennifer L.
Walston, Bx. 2, Sedalia,
Jorge Garrastazu, 1520

)

7:15, 9:25 +2:00 Sat..Sun. '

In dr Dart Ars.
Mate Irma weapon.
to•e WS A myserry
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Canterbury, Murray,
Cassy Diane McNutt,1405
W. Main, Murray,Lisa D.
Earhart, Rt. 3 Dover,
Tenn., Ronnie D. took,
Rt.4, Murray.
Teresa J. Norsworthy,
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Suzanne
Seeley, Rt. 1, Kuttawa,
Nancy E. Eldridge, Rt. 1,
Almo,
Doris June
Johnson, J8 Southside
Manor, Murray, Martha
Sue Brown, Rt. 2, Murray, Ynema R. Wright
Rt. 1, Murray.
Mary L. Stephenson,
Bx. 157, Puryear, Tenn.,
Toy Elvie Hale, 415 S.
10th, Murray,Henry Harmon Wilson, 1616
Magnolia, Murray, Ethel
E. Key, 903 Poplar, Murray, Broadus D.
Creelunur, 205 N. 17th,
Murray, Noel Parrish;
CR Bx. 48P, New Concord.
Paul W. Purvis, Rt. 6,
Murray, Esther M. Coy,
419 S.9th, Murray,James
W. Curd, Rt. 3, Benton,
Everett Whitson, Rt. 6,
Murray, Helen C. Wilcox
(expired), 1703 W. Main,
Murray.

)1 • '

Persons needing a
substitute may call Gaye the Christmas program
Haverstock or Janice would feature per
formances by the Murra
Howe.
High mixed chorus,
pto open house jazz band and the conce
band.
Murray High School
James urged al
will have an open house, parents to attend and sal
back to school night and a they will be given an opChristmas program all in
portimity to join or renew
one evept, on Tuesday,
their membership in
Dec. 1. The program is
PTO.

CDeatt,
11
3
By Abigail Van Buren

Hosts Deserve Guests
With Staying Power
DEAR ABBY: The last few years my wife and I have had
Thanksgiving ginner with her relatives. The meal has
always been scheduled fole around 5 p.m.
About five minutes to 5, in come some dinner guests,
loudly announcing that they won't be eating much because
they already had Thanksgiving dinner somewhere else, but
they'll just "sit and pick" and maybe have dessert and
coffee with us. Some guests have already been to two
Thanksgiving dinners; others have to be somewhere else at
7 p.m.
I find this insulting to the host and hostess who have
worked so hard to prepare a fine holiday meal. How do you
Emergency Aid and in- feel about it? Please print this.
tellectual committee of I would also enjoy.reading responses from both hosts and
American Library guests on this subject. G.F.H. IN
MONROEVILLE, PA.

ITEMS DISPLAYED- Alissa and Hannah Batts, twin daughters of Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Batts, Scott Conklin, son of Dr. and Mrs. Ray Conklin, and Christiane Keller, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Howard Keller,all first graders,point out
some of the woven wall hangings and paintings from the Children's Art
Workshop conducted in Library Arts Annex of Calloway Public Library.

Jean Blankenship Named
NASHVILLE - Jean Mississippi and KenBlankenship of Murray
Ken-Ltucky.
was elected to the
The Murrayan spent 10
tucky Division Council of weeks in Eastern KenAmerican Red Cross dur- tucky following the floods
n g the Kentucky- of June 6 and July 6 that
Tennessee Conference affected 10 counties. She
Nov. 13.
also has been appointed
A reception for board vice chairman of
members of both states volunteers for Kentucky.
followed at Maxwell
Blankenship served as
House.
members and officer on
Blankenship, former Calloway County Board
executive director of of Trustees for the Public
Calloway County Chapter Library, the Mental
of ARC,also serves on na- Health Board, Calloway
tional disaster team for County Parks Board, and
Southeastern area of currently is president of
United States, and has Calloway County
responded for emergency Humane Society. She also
service following floods has worked on the Goverand tornadoes in nor's Task Force for

Association.

G.F.H.: I think people who are lucky enough
As a free-lance writer, toDEAR
be invited to a Thanksgiving dinner should conBlankenship has had ar- sider it a commitment and not try to "sit on two
ticles published in Mc- chairs with one posterior" - to recall an old ethnic
Call's, Good Housekeep- expression that loses something in the translation.
ing, The Courier-Journal
Is.
magazine, The Murray
Ledger & Times, and DEAR ABBY: For the past six months.I have been dating
other publications.
a widower. His wife was killed sudden/y an accident three
Her husband, Macon, years ago.
My question: Is it normal that he hasn't touched any of
retired as personnel her belongings yet? Her
clothes are still in her closets, and
director of The Tappan cosmetics, perfume,jewelry,etc., remain exactly where they
Company, and they have were when she left the house for the last time.
two children, Beth When I am at his home,the presence of her things makes
Buchanan,. a teacher in me feel as though she is still there and I should not be.
Nashville, and Mark He is romantically interested in me and it is mutual. What
Blankenship, an attorney do you think?
CONFUSED
in Murray.
DEAR CONFUSED: Your friend has obviously not
yet worked through his grief, or completely accepted
his wife's death. His reluctance to put her belongings
away is his way of holding onto her.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: The following is from a letter I recently
received from an out-of-state relative:
"Let's make a deal. Next year instead of sending each
other Christmas presents,send me a check,and I will do the
same for you. It will save us both a lot of trouble."
Abby,I never considered shopping for Christmas presents
"a lot of trouhle." Besides, what's the sense of my sending
her a check for $50 and her sending me the same? How do
you feel about it? I should add that this relative needs more
money like I need another belly button.
BETSY

CLEANERS
SAVE MONEY
/h9 guitc
91.
ged

DEAR BETSY: I agree with you. Tell her to just
blow you a kiss next Christmas, and you'll do the
same for her.
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Coupon

DEAR ABBY: What are,the pignts' responsibilities for a
daughter's second sodding? Our daughter was given a
church wedding and reception for her first marriage. She is
divorced, her ex-husband is married again, and now she is
planning her second marriage.
I think a small, simple wedding would be in better taste
and so does my husband, but our daughter's fiance has
never been married before and his family has suggested
that it would be unfair to him to have a small, simple
wedding just-because it's the bride's second. However, it's
the bride's family that must plan it, put it on and pay for it,
right?
No names, please, just your opinion.
SECOND TIME AROUND

Ns 1.4•11 Wi14 Csepel,
Premed Casein Mee Yee N. Om*,
GOOD MN KC,24,1141
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DEAR SECOND: Bight! And I second your motion.

Pants &
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,
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Men's or Ladies
$1 39
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Renata Collins, bride-elect of Rusty
Bogard has selected her bathroom
and bedroom linens and accessories
as wellas other gift itemsfor her new
homefrom our vastselection ofgifts.
Renato and Rusty will he married
Dec. 18, 1981.
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake

Avoid do-it-yourselfing
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Can
it be harmful to have a
potassium level in the low
normal range over a period
of time? I ate lots of fruit
and sunflower seeds, was
careful with salt and the
readings stayed low.
I took potassium for two
years but am not taking it
now as I take two Dyazide
capsules daily, also three
Inderal and for arthritis I
take three Indocin. Could my
system be lacking in something causing me to have a
low reading no matter what
I do to raise it? The reading
is 3.4. My doctor says it is_
borderline but OK.
DEAR READER — Your
level is at the low end of the
spectrum, but the level in
your blood is not always an
accurate indicator of the
level inside your body cells.
The latter is the most important.
Since you are taking Dyazide which is a diuretic you
need to be careful about any
do-it-yourself project you
may be tempted to try.
Unlike many other diuretics,
Dyazide does not wash out
potassium along with sodium. If a person on Dyazide
starts taking potassium on
his own he may build up his
potassium to a dangerous
level.
Your doctor will rely on

your blood tests to determine if you need to do anything else or not. As long as
your potassium level stays
on the low side you can cerAainly help by including regular amounts of fruit and
fruit juices that contain
potassium in your diet.
And since you are obviously being treated to eliminate
sodium, you do need to know
about the sodium and potassium content of foods. I am
sending you The Health Letter number 10-12, Salt: Your
Vital Sodium and Potassium
Balance, which includes this
information. Others who
want this isalle can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me,in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019. Modern food processing often removes the natural amount of potassium
while adding sodium to our
food.
A low potassium level
may contribute to irregularities of the heart and muscle
cramps'. Some investigators
believe that potassium helps
to protect against high blood
pressure while sodium tends
to make it worse.
DEAR DR. LAMB —
What tests are made to find
out if a male is infertile?
Our son went in for this test
and the doctor made inci-

sions in both testicles. To us
that is a vasectomy. Are
incisions made for this test?
The doctor said be found no
sperm. What Can he do to be
,fertile? They want -a baby
very much.
DEAR READER — The
first test is simply an examination of the semen, produced by an orgasm. By
looking at a specimen under
the microscope the number
and nature of sperm cells
can be determined. If a man
has enough healthy sperm
cells it is clear that he is
able to induce a pregnancy.
He is fertile and no additional tests of him are
required.
If there are not sufficient
healthy sperm cells in the
specimen then a testicular
biopsy is one test that can be
done. A tiny segment of testicular tissue is taken and
examined. The character of
the cells can provide useful
information on how well the
testicles are functioning and
enables a diagnosis of many
disorders. In some cases
nothing can be done to
induce fertility. In others,
surgical removal of varicose
veins of the testicles(varicocele) helps. Others benefit
from the same fertility pill
women use to increase
ovulation.
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Debra Bone and
Harry Brooke Fannin

Wedding Planned
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry W.
Bone of Clinton announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Debra, to
Harry Brooke Fannin,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Talmadge E. Fannin,
Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sherman Bone
and the late Mr. and Mrs.
G. L. Barclay. A 1979
graduate of Hickman
County High School, she
is presently attending
Murray State University
majoring in chemistry.

The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mrs. Hiram
Ash Brooke Kiser and the
late Mr. Kiser and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Gamble Fannin. He is a
1979 graduate of Murray
High School and presently is attending Murray
State University majoring in chemistry.
The wedding will take
place at Shiloh United
Methodist Church, Clinton, on Tuesday, Dec. 29,
at 2 p.m. No formal invitations will be sent but
all friends and relatives
are invited to attend.

• ".._• I
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Hospital
R eport

LANGUAGE COURSE — Approximately 30 persons are taking a Spanish speaking 8-week course sponsored by Calloway Public Library. Pictured are some of the participants as they respond in Spanish to their
instructors,Soledad Rust, Claire Resig,David Ernest,and Debbie Burgess. The class is being coordinated by
Gerry Reed,library staff,and by volunteer teachers and students.

Community Events
Monday,Nov.30
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.

Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Gies will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.

Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
Monday,Nov.30
noon to 2 p.m. at SeventhHumane Society of Day Adventist Church,
Calloway County will South 15th and Sycamore
meet at 7 p.m. at Streets.
Calloway Public Library.
Local history class will
be conducted at 10:30
Tuesday,Dec. 1
a.m.at Ellis Center.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
Senior Citizens Centers
will meet at 7 p.m. at will be open as follows:
Health Center, North Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Seventh and Olive Hazel and Douglas from
Streets.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous
First Baptist Church
will meet at 8 p.m. at Women will have their
and
Livestock
west end of
week of prayer program
Exposition Center.
at 9:30 a.m. in church
chapel.
Delta Department of
Dorothy Group of First
Muray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at club Baptist Church Women
house with a special will meet at 10:30 a.m. in
Christmas program to be home of Helen Hogancamp.
presented.

Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m:For
information call 759-1087
or 753-6917.

Phebian Sunday School
Class and Bea Walker
Group of First Baptist
Church will meet at 6
p.m. in home of Fay Nell
Flora.

Dec. 1-2-3

Men's or
Ladies
Raincoats,
Topcoats,
Carcoats

2/5

each
3'3

Coupon

one HOUR
DRY

Sportcosts, maws,
WIndbrssicsrs,C.P.O.'s

cLeaneRs
Control Shown.; Corey.
Opefl 7 000 m to 6 0015
Phone 733-932S

Make Today Count will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
-Returning Students
United will meet at 7:45
a.m. at Ordway Hall,
Murray State University.
--Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior Citizens
with lunch at Hazel at
41:45 a.m. and at Douglas
at 12 noon.
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THE IMPORTANT BRIDAL ENSEMBLE
Diamond-touched splendor
in lustrous NW gold.
To make this Christmas
the most memorable
of your marriage.
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301 Broadway

Mission Groups of
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m. at church.

\-NZ**-•.-N.-•C\-.
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SIRLOIN STOCKADE

Flint Baptis( Church You can deposit money in
mission groups will meet a financial plan that will
save your estate some taxes.
at7'mat church.

Free Banquet Facilities

Weekday Specials
-s---0,----..------s--*-s-s*

----"-----:-Monday & Tuesdor--kw-`-'-'-s.--19
,
t

‘r, r
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Guess what
you're getting
for Christmas.
When the paper and ribbon covers the floor around the tree
and the big emotional let down hits you, then what did you

really get for Christmas? You shopped until your feet ached,
you cut your finger while wrapping gifts, you stayed up too
late and got up too early to unwrap a tie you'll never wear, a
blouse that won't fit and a toy that's already broken. What
did you really get for Christmas?
Well, maybe you shopped in the wrong place. A big supply
of love, hope and faith are available at the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ). The service is beautiful and satisfaction is guaranteed. Everyone can afford it and those who
receive it don't want to return it. It can be used everyday and
improves with time.
And we're open on Sundays.

Chopped Steak
Club Steak

IX

CHICKEN FRIED STEAK

Refills on

Coffee, Too li
Soh Drinks i

$299wi-thot
Bar

$329 With.

4
SIRLOIN TIPS
,t,„,.............„....,,,,,c,.,,,,.„,.........„,..,.....,...,,.,..„.......w,„...,....„....„..........,
.
Salad Bor

7
/,

'USDA Choice Beef Cut Daily
FOR CARRYOUTS
ON EVERYTHING
CALL

753-0440
Bel Air Center
On 12th St. Murray, Ky.
"Desf Beef In Town and
Thats No Bull."

5 259
"Cs"

•••

1

ednesday & Thursdar4
ii

coi.'s

prices good all week'

29
With Soloq
Bor

All You Can Eat Salad Bar,
And Texas Toast

North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister
•

With

Salad Bar

All Dinners Include Fries Or Baked Potato

The First Christian Church

Shirts 0N'59
I atsnderect and pressed
to perfection
tinkled or on hangers

--Group II of First Christian Church CWF will
meet at 2 p.m. in church
library'with Emma Sue
Hutson to give a
Christmas program.
Estelle McDougal, Jewel
Jones, and Gladys Valentine will be hostesses.
Wednesday,Dec.2
Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association will meet at 8
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
cafeteria. A meeting of
Coordinated Food Committee will be at 8:30 p.m.
at Memorial Baptist
Church.
--Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12:30 p.m. in
Classroom 2, MurrayCalloway Cgunty
Hos ital.

11-23-81
Newborn Admission
Faughn, Baby Girl
(Gail), Rt.8, Benton.
Dismissals
Teresa A. Nelson, Rt. 5,
Benton, Kimmi D. Summars, Bx. 59, Puryear,
Tenn., Debra L. Fuzzell
and Baby Boy, 823 Glendale, Murray, Darlene
Miller, Bx. 57, Hazel,
Marcia Marie Eulranks,
Rt. 1, Hickory.
William C. Fox, Rt. 8,
Murray, Sylvia M. Patterson, 1555 Oxford, Murray, Hal G. Underwood,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Reubene A. Robertson,
Bx. 96, Kirksey, Karen J.
Mitchell, Rt. 5, Murray.
Martha Jane Brandon,
722 Sycamore, Murray,
Rhanda Key, Rt. 5$ Murray, William 0. Price III,
619 N. 4th, Murray,
Elizabeth Faye Willie,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, James D.
Brummitte, Rt. 2, Benton, Connie F. Cooper,
P.O. Bx. 23, Lynn Grove.
Karen A. Leys and
Baby Girl, 206 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mary E.
Townley, P.O. Bx. 86,
Farmington, William A.
McIlwain, 614 Ellis, Murray, Walter S. Kubik, Rt.
4, Benton, Zetra Tucker,
Rt. 1, Kirksey.

144
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Open

Son.-Thurs. 11-9
Fri. IL Sof. 11-10
.."4......14ANN.
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Authorities Continue Investigation Of Natalie Wood's Death
SANTA CATALINA
ISLAND, Calif. (AP) —
Natalie Wood's solo midnight boat trip into
darkened seas is mystifying authorities investigating the actress'
apparent drowning off
this Pacific Ocean resort.
Miss Wood, who recently said in a newspaper interview that she was
terrified of water,slipped
away from her husband's
yacht in a small rubber
boat early Sunday
without telling anyone,
authorities said. Her
body was recovered later
in the morning off the
northern tip of the island,
which is 26 miles offshore

An autopsy was
scheduled for today, and
"if the coroner says she
died strictly by drowning,
with no indication of foul
play, the case is closed,"
said U.Gary Crum of the
Los Angeles County
Lifeguard Service.
Robert Wagner,the actor and Miss Wood's husband, left the yacht and
searched for his wife
himself before calling the
Coast Guard. After
helping their search and
later identifying the
body, Wagner secluded
himself in the couple's
Beverly Hills home with
two friends, actress
Elizabeth Taylor and actor Rodd McDowell

Miss Wood appeared in
some 60 films, beginning
at age 4, and perhaps was
best known as Maria in
the movie version of
"West Side Story." She
was nominated for
Oscars for her roles in
"Rebel Without a Cause"
in 1955, "Splendor In The
Grass" in 1961 and "Love
With the Proper
Stranger" in 1963.
Wagner's yacht is named
Splendor.
Miss Wood "seemed to
be in great spirits on
Wednesday" the last day
of filming last week on
her latest ,movie
"Brainstorm," said
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
okesman Don Levy

"Nothing seemed to be
out of the ordinary," he
said.
It was not wussbal for
Miss Wood,43,to take the
dinghy out alone, her
lawyer, Paul Ziffren,said
Sunday. But Miss Wood
said in a recent interview
with the New York Daily
News that she was
"frightened to death of
the water...I can swim a
little bit, but I'm afraid of
water that is dark."
Crum said "she went
out in the boat by herself
and slipped or fell off or
jumped off." The fully
clothed body was found
about 8 a.m., some 200
yards from the little boat
and about a half-mile

from the yacht, deputies
said.
q
Southern California has
been lashed by storms in
recent days, but harbor
director Doug Bombard
said the weather late
Saturday was moderate
with minor rainstorms.
The water was a cool 55
degrees.
Miss Wood, Wagner,
the ship's captain and actor Christopher Walken,
who was making
"Brainstorm" with Miss
Wood,had returned to the
yacht about midnight
after dinner on the island,
which also is the movie
location. Levy said just a
few days' shooting remained for the film, and

MGM did not know how it
would be finished.
'According to Ziffren's
account, which was contained in a statement,
Wagner, 51, "was in the
cabin. Mrs. Wagner apparently went to their
stateroom. When Mr.
Wagner went to join her,
he found she was not
there and the dinghy was
gone." Wagner did not
search for her until she
failed to return in 10 or 15
minutes,Ziffren said.
Wagner called the
Coast Guard at 3:30
Ziffren said. Five vessels
were in on the search and
the body was spotted by a
Coast Guardsman, Lt.
Roger Smith of the

Lifeguard Service said.
Bombard, who pulled
the body from the water,
said no injuries were
apparent and the boat
was not damaged.
Miss Wood and Wagner
married in 1957, divorced
in 1965 and remarried in
1972. They had a
daughter, Courtney
Brooke, now 7, and Miss
Wood had a daughter
Natasha, now 11, from
her 1969 marriage to executive Richard Gregson.
Miss Wood told the Daily News that Ella Kazan,
director of "Splendor In
The Grass," had assured
her that a double would
do a scene calling for her
to swim beneath an 8-foot

waterfall.
"But then it turned out
the double couldn't swim
at all and I had to do it. I
told Kazan 'I'll do it only
if you take me out to the
waterfall and throw me
in. I know I can't swim
that far and I'm scared
senseless besides.' And
that's what they did.
They threw me in, and
had to get me out realfast
before I drowned."
Miss Wood's death was
the second tragedy in two
weeks for the cast of
television's "Hart to
Hart," starring Wagner
and Stefanie Powers, who
was romantically involved with actor William
Holden.

Lynn, Crystal Gayle
Attend Mother's Funeral

A glorious holiday offer
from Estee Lauder
New Adventures In Makeup

Yours for only 12.50 with any
Estee Lauder fragrance purchase.
Everything you need fora magnificent makeover. A knockout collection of luxurious Estee Louder makeup for your lips, your eyes, your face. In a selection of
fashion oriented shades that will give you every look you are looking for. For every
mood,every moment,night and day. In this exciting package are:
*SOFT FILM COMPACT ROUGE
•RE-NUTRIV RICH RICH LIPSTICK in two shades
*AUTOMATIC CREME EYESHADOW
*LUSCIOUS CREME MASCARA
*PERFECT-LINE LIP PENCIL
*EYE CONTOURING PENCIL
*AUTOMATIC CREME CONCEALER
*PRESSED EYELID SHADOW in four shades
*BEAUTY MIRROR
Plus an Eyelash Comb and two sponge applicators.
It's all yours for only $12.50 with your Estee Louder fragrance purchase. Choose
from those featured here or from our large selection at,the Estee Louder counter.
You'll have a beautiful holiday and a great-looking new year!

BUTCHER HOLLQN, burial, the cemetery
Ky. (AP) — The Coal nearly had been claimed
Miner's Daughter, Loret- by the mountain. No
ta Lynn, and her sister paths nor patches of
Crystal Gayle have at- green divided the plots of
tended a mountain the deceased Butchers
funeral for their mother and Webbs.
— Clara Webb Butcher.
Hardly any of the men
Mrs. Butcher was and women buried here
buried Saturday at the have relatives still living
far end of the hollow nearby who can tend
where she reared Miss their graves. They lie in
Lynn.
the center of a classic ApThe singing stars were palachian panorama,
among some 150 with steep, wooded
mourners who came to hollows — including
bid farewell to the woman Butcher Hollow — in one
who "rocked the babies direction and strip mines
through the night and in another.
read the Bible by the
Prior to her death last
coal-oil light" — as Miss Tuesday, Mrs. Butcher,
Lynn described her 69, lived with Miss Gayle
mother in a song about in Nashville,Tenn.
growing up in Johnson
After the services,
County.
aides for Miss Lynn and
A four-wheel-drive Miss Gayle explained
hearse carried Mrs. But- that they were indisposed
cher's casket up a dirt to discuss their mother.
road that had required
But as Miss Lynn was
two days of repair so the' escorted from the
mourners could reach the cemetery, she took time
graveyard. Those who to receive embraces of
struggled up the moun- condolence from
tain had to tread among relatives and friends.
the carved granite tombOne woman gave her
stones and eroded slabs an appliqued piece of silk
of sandstone that marked as a memento of her sad
the gravesites.
visit to her childhood
Before Saturday's home.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

1. YOUTH-DEW COLLECTOR'S
TREASURES. Eau de Parfum
Spray and Dusting Powser. 13.50

2. YOUTH-DEW HOLIDAY
TREASUREBOX. Eau de Parfum
Spray and Perfumed Body
Creme. 10.00

. -YOUTH-DEW
INTERHOUSE CLASSICS. Coland Body Sotinee. 10.00
4. YOUTH-DEW WINTER LUXURIES SET. Eau de Parfum Spray
and Body Satinee. 16.00.

YOUTH -DEW WINTER
REFRESHERS. Eau de Parfum
Spray, Dusting Powder and Body
Satinee. 22.50

8. tSTEE SNOWSPARKLE
SET.Super Cologne Spray ad Perfumed Body Powder. 25.00

6. ESTEE BEST WISHES. Perfumed body Creme and Super Cologne Spray. 13.50

9. HOLIDAY HOUSE EDITION.
Super Cologne Spray, Perfumed
Body Powder and Moisturizing
Body Lotion. 30.00

ACROSS
1 Giver of
gifts
6 Vapid
11 Refund
12 Rumor
14 Isle — Capri
15 Briar
17 Heavy
volume
18 Meadow
20 Coins
23 Brooch
24 Tardy
26 Plunders
28 Post sundown hrs
29 Shoulder
wrap
31 Sculptured
portraits
33 Memorandum
35 Emerald Isle
36 Make ready
39 Journeyi
42 Faroe
whirlwind
43 Growing out
of
45 Halt
46 RR depot
48 Showy flower
50 Compass pt.
51 Farm
structure
53 Region
55 Fashionable:
SI.
56 Art gum
59 In truth
61 Curved
letters
62 Icelandic
.
writings
DOWN
1 Trounce
2 Siberian river

3 Short sleep
4 Auricular
5 Repulse
6 Grad class
member
7 Tellurium
Symbol
8 Likely
9 Noose
10 Luxury fur
11 Parker House
..products
13 Temporary
shelters
16 Biblical name
19 Make
amends
21 Carry
22 Begin
25 Run away to
marry
27 Mixes
30 Babylonian
hero
32 Join
34 Time periods
1

2

3

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

IMMO MCC COO
COMO CU= OU
CO CUM COO
WO CO= LIMO
MUM OHM DUO
IMMO CUM UO
CUOMO UCBUOM
CB ECM MOO
CCU OUC0 CUM
COCO MUM CO
OUO COMO USA
MCC MCOO UUMU
DOU MCOO 00OU
36 Armed band
37 Retreat
38 Miss Kett
40 Shelties
41 Squander
44 Weird
47 Too bad!
49 Tea
4 111

52 CIA prede54 Sum up
57 College deg.
58 Dehli coins:
Abbr.
60 Babylonian
deity

11111111111
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BEAT
INFLATION
AND THE HIGH
COST
OF LIVING

AEI
(Associated Executive
International)
•
An organization of people
who have banned together
to help combat inflation
will have on organizational
meeting:

Thursday, Dec. 3rd
7:30 p.m.
Murray
For location information
• call

753-0940
between 5100-9100 p.m.
t._
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Market Opens Today

Reco' rd Amounts Predicted
By The Associated Press baskets and bales, and
Bales of tobacco will some complain that the
outnumber traditional industry should settle on
baskets of hand-tied leaf one method.
on warehouse floors when
"We're going to have to
the burley market opens make a decision — one or
Monday.
the other," said W.O.
And warehousemen Hunt, president of the
predict that growers will Seventh Street Road
get record amounts for Tobacco Warehouse in
the high-quality crop, Louisville. "It's a prothough they also note blem trying to handle
some problems.
both baskets and bales."
This season for the first
William R. Johnson,
time, warehousemen say vice president of the
more burley will be sold warehouse, said the
in 65 to 80-pound bales momentum is in favor of
tied with twine than in the bales. "We have three
waist high baskets of times more baled this
hand-tied tobacco.
year than we had last
Manufacturers and year," he said.
growers have opposed the
The U.S. Department of
baling process, with some Agriculture endorsed
manufacturers saying it bales along with baskets
is easier for growers to this year. Growers lean
conceal inferior tobacco toward baling because it
in the bales than in saves labor in handling
bundles.
the tobacco.
Also, warehouses and
Joseph S. Lucas, a comanufacturers must be owner of the Lucasequipped to handle both Hussey warehouse in

Louisville, agreed on the
need for a single
marketing method,
though he aid, "I don't
know what's going to happen to the old people.
They want to tie."
The USDA estimates
that this year's is the
largest crop since the
record production of 1964.
The department
estimates that Kentucky
has produced 489.5
million pounds, up from a
light 390.4 million last
year. Yield for the eightstate burley belt is
estimated at 7 16.5
million, up from 557.5
million in 1980.
Lucas said the supply
will permit buyers to be
selective. "We're going to
see some $1 tobacco, and
we're going to see $1.85
tobacco," he said.
Farmers who grade
and handle tobacco pro-,
perly will be rewarded
with high prices, while

wet, damaged or mixed
leaf will bring a much
lower price, Lucas said.
In short-crop years,
manufacturers have paid
about the same price for
all grades, making the
market more of an allocation than an auction. Last
year, buyers paid about
$1.66 a pound regardless
of grade or condition.
Other problems noted
by warehousemen this
year include wet tobacco.
In most cases, it was
stripped too soon, before
the stems cured, leaving
it with too much
moisture, and periods of
warm weather and high
humidity have aggravated the condition.
"We had to take eight.
bales off the floor," the
Little Broadway
Warehouse at Lexington
reported.
The Lucas-Hussey
warehouse went on the
radio to appeal to

farmers to have their
tobacco in the right
case."
But overall,
warehousemen report a
good crop, with medium
to good quality and the
best' weight in nearly 20
years.
The Owensboro area
has produced "a vintage
crop," said Robert
Kuegel, co-owner of
Planters Tobacco
Warehouse in
Owensboro. "But some is
too high in case (too
much moisture)."
Kuegel estimated that
90 percent of the burley
ready for market was in
bales.
At Bloomfield, Terry
Broaddiis, manager of
Bloomfield Big Burley,
called it a "real good
useable crop" — not exceptionally bright in
color, but clean, sound
and ideal for making
cigarettes.

ATTEND CONFERENCE — Calloway County High School Future Farmers of
America officers attending the 54th national convention were from left, front
row) Michael Wicker, reporter; Mark McCallon; president, Julie Gargus,
secretary;(back row) Jeffrey Paschall, sentinel; Kelly Crouse, vice president;
and Brad Canter, treasurer.

Calloway FFA Chapter,
Receives Bronze Emblem

The Calloway County
High School chapter of
the Future Farmers of
America received the
they watch cattle prices also gains from the tax Bronze Emblem at the
fall, they look to tobacco revenue generated by 54th annual FFA convenas the means to stay cigarettes. Last tion Nov. 12-14 in Kansas
afloat 'economically. September alone, the City, Mo.
Tobacco is one of the few cigarette tax brought in
The chapter was only.
agricultural products ;361,009,221. Remember. one of 12 in the state to
with a favorable future that's just for one month. receive a national
Keeping this in mind, it chapter rating
right now.
It's not just the farmer seems to me that the proCalloway officers
who. benefits either. gram's widespread Mark McCallon, presiEverybody in the in- economic benefits totally dent; Kelly Crouse, vice
dustry benefits. Then the dwarf the few federal president; Julie Gargus,
money from tobacco is dollars needed to main- secretary; Brad Canter,
spread through other tain it.
treasurer; Jeffrey
segments of the economy
soT that the whole commimity benefits.
But it doesn't stop
there.
The tobacco industry
doesn't take money; it
provides it. The government loan is repaid with
6
interest so the taxpayer
gains there. The taxpayer
The annual Kentucky of the vegetable processvegetable processing ing industry in the state.
crop conference will be Processing compally
held Nov. 30 at Bowling representatives will preGreen in the Red Carpet sent reports on .peppers,
cucumbers, potatoes,
Inn.
The afternoon pro- tomatoes, beans and cabgram, starting at 2 p.m. bage.
specialists from the CST, includes presentaUniversity of Kentucky tions by four Extension
The Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
specialists in the Univer- Vegetable Growers'
A banquet at 6:30 p.m. sity of Kentucky College Allaociation will host a
will be a joint affair for of Agriculture. They will social hour at the close of
vegetable growers and cover opportunities in the conference.
for fruit growers who will Kentucky for growing
be attending the winter vegetable crops for proannual meefIlig of the cessing, and the control
Kentucky State Hor- of diseases, insects and
ticultural Society the next weeds.
day (Dec. 2) at the same
A representative-from
location. The hor- the Kentucky Departticultural society's board ment of Agriculture will
of directors will meet discuss the department's
following the banquet.
plans in the development

State Tobacco Market Still Intact
By
Alben W.Barkley,H
Commissioner of
Agriculture
The warehouses have
begun to ring with the
familir chant of the
tobacco auctioneer, and
the market is proceeding
as usual.So far the tobacco program is still intact.
We can breathe a lot
easier about the program
now, and that is
something to be thankful
for as we sit down to our
Thanksgiving turkey.
Sometime the tobacco
producer comes to a vote,
the force of the opposition
seem stronger and
stronger. So we ought to
be thankful,too, to all our
friends who lobbied hard
with people outside of

Kentucky to get them to
see the importance of
burley.
These individuals and
groups worked long and
hard to get assistance
from outside agriculture
and to get people to talk
to their representatives.
We owe them great
thanks.
A person has to wonder
why there is such an all
out effort to destroy a
program which is
basically sound and selfsupporting. It seems pretty self destructive to try
to destroy a program of
economic importance
when the community and
the nation needs all the
economic strength it can
muster.
The reason is pretty

easy to guess though. The
argument goes like this.
Smoking is unhealthy.
People should stop smoking. Ending the tobacco
program would end
smoking. Therefore, we
should end the tobacco
program.
Unfortunately, there
are a lot of people who
don't see how silly that
reasoning is. People are
going to go on smoking
wfiether or not there is a
tobacco program. Ending
the program won't stop
smoking any more than
prohibition stopped
drinking, but it would
reduce a lot of the
economic benefits.
Right now, as fariners
look at the fall in prices
for corn and soybeans, as

Several Programs Scheduled

J'aschall, sentinel and
In addition to the conMichael Wicker, reporter vention sessions, officers
attended the meeting attended the Kentucky
along with out-of-school Association Award Winmembers J1111In
ricrs. Breakfast. vii;itesd'
and Ricky ('uniting ham the Kansas City Board of
who were presenteil the Trade and toured the B. •
A nit' rICan
atinci (' Christopher 'oriumxhDegree Only 24 people
ty Brokerage Firm and
Kentucky. werc a watded Halimark Crown Center.
I n behalf of the Kenthe drgia.c.
tat
FF'A Association,
Mrs f)wavne Hair. the local Alapter was
Lisa Hale, K inn Baker responsible for .the KenNirs. Bicky -Cunningham too -ky exhibit at the Naand limo, Potts, FFA ad- tional Agricultural
visor, also attended the Carver Show.,The exhibit
conventION
as ti Ion en

Vegetable Meeting
To Begin Today
In Bowling Green.

LAND BATVK
"01;Wrll

Outpost Office
At The

Vegetable Growers To Meet
The eleventh annual
meeting of the Kentucky
Vegetable Growers
Association will be at
Bowling Green Dec. 1,
with registration at 8
a.m. CST in the Red
Carpet Inn.
Program topics during
the morning include
vegetable seed production, developing cold
storage to fit your operation, and managing a
fruit and vegetable youpick business. The

Association will hold its
annual business meeting
at 1 p.m.
Two programs in the
afternoon will run at the
same time, offering those
in attendance the opportunity to choose 7 of 14
talks.
Topics for the
vegetable production program include the
economics of greenhouse
production, transplant
-production, potato growing, problems in potato

and pepper production,
sweet corn, green beans,
and sprayer calibration
and equipment.
The management program will cover market
handling of checks and
food stamps, farm
market insurance, labor
and labor laws, starting a
fruit and vegetable
market, estate planning,
and market location.
Speakers include
growers, representatives
of industry and

Horticulture Society
Winter Meeting Slated
This winter's meeting
of the Kentucky State
Horticultural Society will
mark the 126th annual
event for the organization. The Society will
meet Dec. 2 at Bowling
Green in the Red Carpet
Inn.
The meeting actually
gets underway at 6:30
p.m. CST the night before
with a joint banquet for
the horticultural society
and the Kentucky
Vegetable Growers.
Association which meets
Dec. 1 at the same location.
—
Registration starts at 8
a.m. Dec. 2, following an
exhibitor breakfast, and
the program begins at 9
a.m.
.
Fruit sessions topics include the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture's horticultural progriiin, fruit
farm insurance needs,
plant disease protection,
television advertising
and a .talk • on you-pick
farms by Joe Huber,
grows from Starlight,

Ind.
Starting at 3 p.m.,
separate programs on apples, peaches and small
fruit will run concurrently. All talks will begin and
end at the same time so
fruit growers may choose
selected topics on more
than one kind of fruit.
Speakers on the apple
program will cover
disease control, starting
an orchard, export apples, and bees and
pollination.
Peach progratti topics
include disease control,
pruning young trees, insect research being done

by the UK College of
Agriculture and a talk by
a representative of the
National Peach Council.
• The small fruit program will include
fumigation research by
the UK College of
Agriculture, high density
strawberries, Kentucky
vineyards and small fruit
cultivar performance.
Speakers at the horticultural society meeting
include growers,
representatives from industry and specialists in
the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.

GOODYEAR'S
Phone Number

753-0595
It was omitted
in the phone Book .

Murray
PCA Office Building
10 a
It

iii
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Tree More Possum
With

"SERVING THE
Ilas ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Rex Dog Food
.50 Lb.(25% Protein)$699
5() Lb.(21% Protein)$775

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
‘
I/

Special-Special-Special
High Protein Purina
Buy SO lb. Reg. Price $13.99
Get 10 Lb. Free
a $2.75 Savings

753-3404

'Grain •
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MUltRAY, KY.

Buchanan Feed
753-5378
Industrial Rif.

PURINA
DION

Murray, Kr:

S
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Akron Fights Hard,
But Wildcats Prevail
By CHARLES WOLFE
the 6-foot-6 Hord.
AP Sports Writer
Akron was within 69-58
when he sank four
LEXINGTON, Ky.
straight baskets to make
(AP)- Akron basketball
the margin 77-58 with 2:55
Coach Bob Rupert had
remaining.
reason to be proud of his
"I think Derrick decidteam's performance,
ed we really needed
despite an 83-64 loss to
him," Hall said-."He kind
third-ranked Kentucky.
of hid himself the first
The Zips overcame the
part of the second half
spectacle of Rupp Arena
and its 23,519 screaming tough for us," conceded and then, in the last part,
Kentucky partisans. Hall. "They were a gutty he picked up his tempo
and got back into the
They also overcame the ballclub."
Wildcats' early
Hall had to call on game."
Jakubick led Akron
man-to-man defense and reserve guards Dicky
eventually solved Coach Beal and Bo Lanter after with 23 points and Ricky
Joe B. Hall's patented Jim Master sprained an Brown added 16. Melvin
1-3-1 zone.
elbow and Dirk Min- Turpin scored 10 points
In the end, however, niefield got in foul for Kentucky.
Hall unveiled a 3-2 zone trouble.
Beal responded with 10 AKRON(64)
and Derrick Hord hit four
straight baskets to put points and three assists,
Shaffer 1 0-0 2, Spikes 2 0-0 4,
Brown 6 4-6 16, Jakubick 9 5-5 23,
out of reach a game that while Lanter chipped in Johnson
2 1-25, Augsputger 3 1-1
had been tantalizingly with eight points and four 7, Smith 2 1-2 5, Abbey 1 0-2 2.
Totals
26 12-18 64.
close -to.. Akron's grasp assists, all in the second
half.
most of the night.
KENTUCKY (83)
Hord 124428, Verderber 03-4 3,
"I was very pleased Turpin
"We played pretty well
3 4-8 10, Minniefield
against their, man-to- with their play and Master 3 2-2 8, Ballenger 020.04,
0-0 0,
man, but their zones hurt 'thought' they helped us Beal 4 2210, Lanter 40-08,Heitz 3
0-1 6, McKinley,0 0-0 0, Hurt 2 2-2
us," Rupert said after pull it out there at the 6.
Totals 33 17-2583.
Saturday night's season- end," Hall said.
Halftime-Kentucky 38, Akron
34.
Total fouls-Akron 20, KenKentucky's main tucky
opening game.
20.
We had not worked weapon, however, was A-23,519. Technical- Heitz.
against a 3-2 zone at all
and that hurt us. It was a
good move by Kentucky.
I think it's a credit to our
team that they had to
play a variety of defenses
to stop us."
With the exit of football in the county, basketball
Kentucky's 1-3-1 zone
makes
its first appearance in the prep ranks tonight
appeared to have stopped
with
teams
from both Murray and Calloway County
the Zips in the first half.
opening
their
regular season schedules.
Akron went scoreless
At 6:30 Murray High's junior varsity boys tipoff
during a stretch in which
Kentucky reeled off 13 the night's activities in the Henry County High
points, including six School gym in Paris,Tenn. The Tigers' varsity boys
play immediately afterwards against the Patriots
points by Hord, who led
coached
by Fred Gamlin.
all scorers with 28.
Also at 6:30 Calloway County's girls initiate their
Kentucky led 31-16 by
the time Joe Jakubick season under new head coach Gloria Friedgen when
broke the ice with a the Lady Lakers host Paducah Tilghman.
Thursday Murray High's Lady Tigers begin their
16-foot jumper.
198142
season by hosting Henry County (Tenn.) at
But the Zips regrouped
6:30
p.m.
for a 9-0 rally and trailed
Friday at 6:30 the Lakers, under the direction of
,just 38-34 at the break.
Nute, open at Fulton City in both JV and varsiChic
"In the first half, the 1ty
boys
matchups.
3-1 turned it around,"
Hall said. "...Then we
just seemed to let up and
the zone wasn't effective
at all. That's why we
went to the 3-2 in the second half. We didn't want
MISSION,Kan.(AP)- State.
to show them the same Top-seeded Eastern KenOther first-round
TWO FOR YOU - Racer transfer Ricky Hood slams Murray State into the
defense that they had tucky will host No. 7 games have No. 8 Rhode
solved so well in the first Delaware on Dec.5 in the Island,6-5, at No. 2 Idaho lead with one of his three dunks in Saturday's 66-61 victory over Missouri-Kansas
half."
first round of the National State, 9-1, and No. 6 Ten- City. Hood had 14 points for the night and led the team with nine rebounds.
-Photo by Jim Rector
"I was not surprised Collegi.kte Athletic nessee State, 9-2, at No. 3
that our young team Associatidi Divison I-AA South Carolina State, 9-2.
played this well," said football playoffs, ac- The winners will meet
Rupert, who started two cording to the NCAA.
Dec. 12. Sites of the
freshmen, two
The victor will advance semifinal games have not
sophomores and a junior, to a semifinal game Dec. been determined.
but I was surprised that 12 against the winner of
The Division I-AA
we were so strong as the the first-round game bet- champions
hip will be
half ended. Kentucky was ween No.5 Jackson State,
By The AssociatedFress
The Gators downed weekend is over with,"
decided Dec. 19 in the
tiring."
It was a weekend Norm Mississippi State 70-62 Sloan said after Sunday's
9-1-1, and No. 4 Boise Pioneer Bowl at Wichita
"Akron really made it State, 9-2, at Jackson Falls,
Sloan was glad to see end, Sunday in the first game. "Playing our first
Texas.
and it ended with his conference contest of the conference game after
Florida Gators, the season, less than 24 hours just 24 hours rest was a
youngest team in the after Florida opened its mistake."
league, holding the early campaign with a 91-80
Sloan said he scheduled
it that way because he
lead in the Southeastern conquest of Biscayne.
"I'm just very relieved hoped to draw some extra
Conference basketball
and very pleased that this fans in town for the
race.

Prep Cagers
Play Tonight

EKU Hosts Delaware

MSU Recovers,
Rattles 'Roos
In Opener, 66-6 1
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
For a little more than a
half the Murray State
men's basketball team
floundered with the firstgame jitters. The Racers'
famed alleyoop performances had more oops
than alley and the
hometowners trailed by
as much as nine at one
point.
UMKC guard Bill
Then the Racers decid- Frerking kept the 'Roos
ed to quit toying with the within striking distance
Fighting Kanagroos from much of the night, tallythe University of ing a game-high 25 points,
Missouri-Kansas City and but Greene noted the play
on the strength of three of another MSU transfer
slam dunks by transfer who kept the visitors' hot
Ricky Hood, the Racers hand from turning the
cruised to a 66-61 victory tide.
UMKC was competing
Guard Mike McDuffen
in its fourth game,suffer- stuck with Frerking the
ing its first loss Saturday entire second half and
at Racer Arena, and until shut down the shooter's
Hood's first slam put the efficiency, limiting him
Racers ahead 49-48 with to only two of eight from
9:46 to play the 'Roos ap- the field before Frerking
peared in command of fouled out with :08 to
the situation and played play.
their own game.
Sleets recovered from
"You have to hand it to his first half atrocities
them," MSU coach Ron that saw him commit five
Greene said afterwards turnovers and finished
about UMKC. "Our with a team-high 19
quick-shooting was off, points and a tie with
we had poor defense at Greene for assists with
times and they (UMKC) four each.
played their own -game
For the game the
and controlled the ball. Racers averaged 46 perHopefully we won't have cent from the field while
too many more games the 3-1 visitors shot slightwhere (Lamont) Sleets ly less than 42 percent.
goes one for seven.- The
"We just decided to
important thing, though, play during a five-minute
is they found a way to spurt there instead of like
win," the coach said.
we were capable of for 40
Finding the winning minutes. I'm glad this
way wasn't too difficult one's over and I'd like to
after Hood cranked up on forget it as soon as possia breakaway slam to give ble," Greene said.
the Racers a lead for the Tonight, to assist Greene
first time in 16 minutes of and the Racers' forgetplay. Then, he brought fulness, the Racers play
the fans into the spirit of host to their second oppothe comeback when he nent in three days when
received an alleyoop pass West Virginia Tech
from teammate Glenn comes to town at 7:30.
Greene and stuffed that
Two hotspots in the
one home for another West Virginia Tech
lead, 56-55, with 3:34 re- lineup to watch for
maining.
tonight include Sedale
Hood's third fan- Threatt, who at 6-3 is
stander at 2:52 gave the averaging 29 points per
Racers a three point lead, game with a season high
59-56, and the 'Roos of 40 against Longwood
knuckled under the rally. College last week. AcFor the night Hood notch- companying him is 6-7
ed 14 total points. Marshall College transfer
Robert Price, who currently tallies 23 per
game.
Tech has participated
in two barriburners thus
far, coming out on top of
Pikeville College, 92-89,
Florida-Florida State and snipping Longwood,
football game Saturday. 106-98,in overtime.
"But the team comes- Tech, like UMKC,
first and I won't make enters the game against
that mistake again," said MSU undefeated with two
Sloan, who has seven game's experience under
freshmen and three their belts. The Racers
sophomores on his 10- will get little time to
man roster.
catch their breath after
It was the three "up- tonight as they travel to
perclassmen" who led Carbondale for a 7:35
the victory over p.m. contest against
Mississippi State as Ver- Southern Minois Wednesnon Delaney and Mike day and play host again
Moses each tallied 17 when Arkansas College
points and Ronnie comes to Murray for a
Williams 15. Kalpatrick 7:30 p.m. game Saturday.
Wells had 19 points and 14
rebounds for Mississippi MISSOURI-ILASSAS CITY(II)
Robinson 5 2-2 12, Hellmann 6 0State.
Stumpff 4 0-2 8, Westfall 12-2
In Saturday's conquest 24,12,
Frerking 711-14 25, McGautha0
of Biscayne, freshman 0-00, Buie 0 0-0 0, Totals 23 15-=
Randall Leath and 61,
MURRAY(00)
Williams each scored 28
Hammonds 4 0-04, Hood 7 0-2
points to lead the Gators. 14, Curran 0 2-2 2, Green 4 34 11,
Phil Cox, playing his Sleets 8 3-9 19, Martin 0 0-0 0,
Sanders 0 0-0 0, Davis
2,
first collegiate game, Slaughter 004 0, Stewart100-2
04 0,
sparked Vanderbilt to a McDuffen 2 0-04, Brady 3 0-0 6.
296-1906.
76-75 double overtime vic- Totals
Hafftime-Mistiouri-Kansas Citory over Duke on Satur- ty 36, Murray 29. Fouled
day night. Cox scored 30 out-Frerking. Total
fouls-Missouri-Kansas City 19,
points, including 24 in the Murray 19. Technical-Mis
sourisecond half and the last 11 Kansas City bench. A-4,000.
Vandy points in regulation, with his five-footer
with eight seconds left
forcing the first
overtime.
Quintin Dailey tallied
MILAN, Italy (AP)'39 points, 26 in the second Czechoslovakia's Ivan
half, as San Francisco Lendl upset top-seeded
beNt 16th-ranked Georgia John McEnroe 6-4, 24,6-4
92-84; Danny Tarkanian in the final of the Master
broke an overtime tie Brooklyn Chewing Gum
with a basket and then I ndoor. tennis
dished off two clinching tournament.
assists as Nevada-Las
It was the third straight
Vegas trimmed No. 17 time tib~.-- year that Lawn
Louisiana State 83-79; has beaten the American
and Purdue's,Keith Ed- and it earned Lendl a top
monson scored 36 in a 83- prize of 885,000. McEnroe
68 triumph over received $60,000 far seTennessee.
cond place.

'Gators Glad Weekend Ended

ftpi.‘

Give A Gift For The
Whole Family...
A Gift Certificate
From Gibson Ham Co.
They Can Select From:
Country Ham
Sausage
Pork Chops

4

And Don't Forget Gilmons NUI Ship A Christmas Ham
Anywhere In The U.S.A.

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
No Chow For Caning, Wroppiog

29

GIBSON HAM CO.
We kegiiPt Feed
Stole

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."

4-Way-Freeze Restaurant

•
•
Hardin, Ky. - 437-4505
•
•
•
Open Mon.-Sat. 5-9
•
•
•
Sunday 11-5
•
•
•
•
Specializing in
•
•
Breakfast, Plate Lunches and Dinners
•
•
•
•
•
Fresh
Catfish
Ky.
Lake
&
Catfish
Boneless
•
•
Served With French Fries, Cole Slow, Hushpuppies
•
•
•
•
•
•
S
•
•
S
• All You Can Eat, with Choice of
•
• Potato,Salad Bar & Hushpuppies
•
•
•
Breakfast Special:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
S
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Monday- Fried Chicken w/Salad Bar •
•
•
•
•
Wed.- Homemade Chicken 'n Dressing
•
•
S
•
•
Thurs.-Ham Hocks wINorthern Beans
•
•
•
• We send.a special jivitation to each and everyone, come
•
• help us,Celebrate our '11th year, serving the public at the 4- •
•
• Way Freeze Restaurant: Don't Forget Our Old Fashioned •
•
• Chicken 'n Dressing for a Sunday treat.
•*••••••••••ar•••••••••••••••••411•••••

$3.99

Plate Lunches

Wholesale & Retail Meat
"
Moot iS3-14111
NOUR5;7:00-5:00 Ales.-M.

erson s

Country Ham-EggsHomemade Biscuits
& Gravy

Freozio.

/07 N. 3r

;

:
•

Steak
Bacon
Frozen Vegetables

Guaranteed Tender

pe••••••••••OOOOOOO•••OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO ••••••••
••••■•••••1
•
•
•
•
Hen
•
•
•

-

5.25

- 2.65

295

.$2.89
$2.95
• $2.25

Briefly
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Dear Breaks Record

EiryantWon'tRest OnLaurett
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
(Al')- While the rest of
the college football world
was awaiting his record
315th coaching triumph,
Bear Bryant was looking
ahead to what he hopes
will be No.316.
And no sooner had
fourth-ranked Alabama
locked No.315 away in the
victory column Saturday,
defeating Auburn 28-17
thanks to a pair of quick
touchdowns in the final
period, than the 68-yearold Bryant was pointing
to the future.

"I'm tremendously
proud of them for coming
back and taking charge.
It was one of the greatest
games they ever played
and we've still got a
chance (for the national
championship)," he said,
reminding his players not
to go overboard in
celebrating his record
triumph because they
still have a Jan.1 Cotton
Bowl date with Texas.
And, thanks to Penn
State's 48-14 rout of No.1ranked Pitt, Alabama is
still alive in the national

picture. In last week's
Associated Press ratings,
Pitt was followed by
Clemson, Georgia and
Alabama Pitt will certainly drop a few places.
Clemson, which completed an 11-0 regular
season, meets fifthranked Nebraska in the
Orange Bowl and Pitt has
a chance to do the frontrunners a big favor
should it knock off
Georgia in the Sugar
Bowl.
"Everybody ranked
high is in a bowl," Bryant

said. "Watching us at
times today, you'd forget
about us. On the other
hand, we had some bright
spots and, if we do well,
you never know what will
happen."
The sellout throng of
78,170 in Legion Field
didn't know what to
expect, either, as
Auburn, an 1142-point
underdog, battled
Alabama to the hilt.

punt and Auburn's Chuck
Clanton swatted it
several times before
recovering at the 2.
The Tigers took their
only lead 17-14 with 12:58
left to play, again
following Jones' muff of a
punt, on a 19-yard field by
Al Del Greco, who missed
earlier from 25 and 43
yards. But Alabama
stormed back with a
seven-play, 75-yard
Alabama took a 7-0 lead drive, capped by a 38touchdown pass
in the first period on Alan yard
Walter Lewis to
D.
Gray's 1-yard dive, six from
ndross. Exactly three
plays after Gray gatioped
'
minutes
later, Linnie
62 yards to the 21. Auburn
tied it on George Peoples' Patrick scored on a 1563-yard run in the second yard run to seal the
triumph.
period.
The victory enabled
Alabama went ahead Alabama to finish the
14-7 in the third quarter regular season 9-1-1 and
on a shovel pass from gave the Crimson Tide a
Ken Coley to Jesse Ben- share of the Southeastern
dross which the speedy Conference
sophomore receiver turn- championship with
ed into a 21-yard scoring Georgia at 6-0. Alabama
play. Auburn tied it again has won or shared the
two minutes later on crown nine times in the
Lionel James' 2-yard run last 11 years. Auburn
after Joey Jones muffed a wound up 5-6 overall.

Bookend Wins
Appeal To Tech

SAVED-Hustling Walt Davis spears an errant pass under the Racer goal in
the second half. Davis recorded two points and two assists in an alternating role
with Mike BradySaturday night.
-Photo by Jim Rector

Sports At A Glance
Pro Football
National Football League
Eastern Don
W L T PP PA Pct.
14.Y. Jets
1 4
1 314 344 554
MAIM
7 4
1 VS 2311 .625
Buffalo
8 5 I
233 .615
New Englnd
2 U 0 277 304 AM
Baltimore
1 12209 437 077

•

csotrai adios

Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Houston

10 3
8 5
5 1
5 8

0 371 343

ni

I ril 311
0 1:17 21/4

western Division

Denver
8 5
0 258
Kansas City
1 5 0 313
San Diego
3 5
0 404
6 7
Oakland
0 227
Seattle
4 9 0 240
National Conference

769
.615
305
385

2111
251
329
270
321

615
.615
615
461
308

241
172
230
347
315

769
750
461
461
Mb

Eastern Don
Dallas
Philadelphia
N Y Giants
St Louis
Washington
Detroit
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
Green Bay
Chicago

10
9
I

6
5

3
3
7
7
8

0
0
0
0
0

299
297
252
275
364

Central Divisiam
7 6 0 318 X4
304
704
309
265

538
538
638
462
211

224

703

7 6
0 359 280
Atlanta
Los Angeles
5 8 0 361 295
New Orlens 4 9 0 180 222
vchnched divuion title

538
305
..309

0 303
7 6
7 6 0 MO
8 7
0 255
3 10
0 185
Western Division
4-San?riscsc 10 3 0 207

Tkarslay's Games
Detroit 77, Kansas City 10
Dallas 10, Chicago 9
Sanday's Games
New York Jets 25, Baltimore 0
Cincinnati 41, Cleveland 21
Green Bay 35. Minnesota 30
Pittsburgh 24, ILIS Angeles 6
St Louis 77, New England WI
Buffalo 21, Washington 14
Tampa Bay 31, New Orleans 14
Atlanta 31, Houston V
San Diego 34, Denver 17
San Francisco 17, NY Giants 10
OakLanl 32, Seattle 31
kfohday's Game
Philadelphia at Miami

Thursday, Dec.3
Cleveland at Houston n
Sanity, Den.6
Detroit at Green Bay
1.as Angeles at NY Giants

Minnesota at Chicago
New England at MAIM
New Orleans at St LOW
Philadelphia at Washington
San Frannie° at Cincinnati
Ipillas at Baltimore
Kansas City at Benver
NY Jets at Seattle
Montkiy, Dec 7
Pittsburgh at Oakland

N.C. Central 35, N. Carolina
A&T 7
S. Mississippi 45, Lamar 14
Tennessee 38, Vanderbilt 34
Tulane 48, Louisiana St. 7
Vir
Tech 20, Virginia 3
Houston 40, Rice 3
Nev.-Las Vegas 27, Texas-El
Paso 20
Oklahoma 27, Oklahoma St. 3
SW Texas St. 38, Jacksonville
St. 72
FAR WEST
Arizona St. 24, Arizona 13
San Jose St. 28, N.Texas St. 16
College

MIDWEST
Cincinnati 85, Bellarmine 72
Dayton 89, Baldwin-Wallace 68
E.Kentucky 86, Butler 80.
Idaho 94,Doane 56
Illinois 87, Loyola, Ill. 83, OT
Illinois St. 92, Mississippi Vly
St. 75
Indiana 71, Miami,Ohio 64
Indiana St. 52, Baltimore 50
Iowa 84, N.Illinois66
KansasSt.86, N.Iowa 50
Kent St. 96, E.Illinois 88, OT
Notre Dame 82, St.Joseph's,
Ind.52
Purdue 82, Tennessee 68
Valparaiso 63, Anderson 58,01
Wis.-Milwaukee 88, Carthage 68

By The Associated Press
Georgia Tech, mired in
a nine-game losing
streak, would' love
nothing more than
bookend victories over
the Southeastern Conference football
to-champions.
----Tech stunned the football world when it opened
the season by upsetting
Alabama. The Yellow
Jackets, a former SEC
member now in the
Atlantic Coast Conference, faces the other
SEC power - No. 3
Georgia - in the final
regular season game
Saturday.
Alabama,ranked N.4,
claimed half the conference title with a 211-1T
victory over Auburn on
Saturday.
Georgia, the defending
national champion, completed a perfect 6-0
conference slate two
weeks earlier also by
downing Auburn.
There were only a
handful of other games in
the SECSaturday.
Tennessee outlasted
Vanderbilt 38-34 in an offensive shootout at
Knoxville, Florida crushed Florida State 35-3 and
Tulane buried Louisiana
State 48-7.
Southern Mississippi,
ranked No. 17, buried
Lamar 45-14 to finish at
9-1-1, the best record for
an area independent.
Ninth-ranked Miami of

Florida closed its season
Friday by crushing Notre
Dame 3745.
Only postseason bowl
dates will ,remain after
Georgia's clash with
Tech on Saturday, and
that lineup will include
five SEC teams and
Southern Mississippi,
which faces Missouri in
the Tangerine Bowl.

Tennessee, 7-4, will
face Wisconsin in the
Garden State Bowl,
I GOT IT! - Mike Brady (white jersey) leaves three Kangaroos standing
Mississippi State meets while he snatches one of his six rebounds against the Missouri-Kansas City
Kansas in the Hall of squad. Watching Brady's boardwork is UMKC's Tim Stumpff (34) andRoitnie
Fame Bowl and Florida Robinson (22).
-Photo by Jim Rector
earned a spot opposite
West Virginia in the
Peach Bowl.
Georgia has a Sugar
BR*date with No. 1 Pitt-

LA Laker Coaches Change,
But Playing Remains Same

sburgh,knocked from the
unbeaten ranks by Penn
State on Saturday, and
Alabama takes on Texas
In the Cotton Bowl. With By the Associated Press
Pitt certain to drop,
The coaches have
Clemson is expected to changed with the Los
move into the No. 1 spot Angeles Lakers - but the
in the Associated Press style of play hasn't
rankings.
"As far as the baslc
Clemson, the only concepts, it's still pretty
unbeaten team in the na- much the same, as far as
tion at 11-0, will meet I can tell," says forward
Nebraska in the Orange Jamaal Wilkes "We're
Bowl, where a victory by still just tryingnto move
the Cornhuskers should the ball and play better

leave the SEC with two
.chances at capturing the
national crown for thefourth year in-a-row- either Georgia or
Alabama, the national
champion in 1978 and
1979.

defense."
Sunday night featured
a perfect application of
both-The--Lakers were
wheeling and dealing, as
they usually do,and playing sturdy defense en
route to a 122-104 National

Basketball Association
victory over the Houston
Rockets.
The victory, incidentally, was the fifth for the
Lakers in six games
under the RileyWesthead regime.
In other NBA action,
the Portland Trail
lila7ers defeated the
Chicago Bulls 111-109, the
Kansas City Kings trip-

ped the Golden State
Warriors 104-100 and the
Milwaukee Bucks turned
back the San Antonio
Spurs 105-89.
Norm Nixon and
Kareem

Abdul-Jabbar

EAST
Boston U. 87, St. Francis, N.Y.
76
Bucknell 73, Dickinson 71
Canisius 86, Buffalo 72
Columbia 46, Union 4G,OT
Connecticut68, Maine 53
Drexel 56, Delaware 49
Hofstra 64,Southampton 58
Long Island U.118, Pratt 60
Manhattan 80, Dowling 68
Niagara 82,Buffalo St. 70
Northeastern 48, Cornell 46
Oral Roberts 64, Princeton 59,
OT
Penn St. 49, Bloomsburg 48
55Robert Morris 94, Lebanon Vly

SOUTH
Ala-Birmingham 78, Pittsburgh
62
Baptist,S.C. 76, Methodist 51 ,
Centenary 98, Montana St. 85
Clark 68, Paine 62
E.Carolina 72,Ohio U.54
Florida 91, Biscayne 110
Furman 58, Winthrop 53,
Georgia So.54,Jacksonville 49
Georgia St.64,Oglethorpe 60
53Jackson St. 61, Huston,Tillotson
James Madison 77, Whittier 54
Kentucky 83, Akron 64
Mississippi 76, Troy St. 56
Murray St. 66, Mo.-Kansas City

Cooper and Earviit
"Magic" Johnson tallie(f
14 and 12 points, respectively, for the Lake' s.
who recorded their 1111.1)
triumph in the last 11
games. Johnson also had
11 rebounds, while
Johnson and Nixon had 11
assists each.
Houston forward Elvimi
Hayes led all scorers with
30 points and all
rebounders with 12.

`••••••••••1•111

Basketball

Rutgers 74, Fairleigh Dickinson
12
St.Bonaventure 79, Davis &
Elkins 66
St. Francis, Pa. 92, Allentown
67
Siena 72, Marist 68
Stonehill 97, Brown 86
Temple 65, West Chester St. 53
Vermont 65,Plattsburg St. 53
Wagner 63,C.W. Post 62
W.Virginia 111,St. Leo,Fla.63
Yale 68, Holy Cross62

scored 23 points apiece ti
lead a balanced 1.40:
Angeles attack against
Houston. Wilkes a n(1
Mitch Kupchak added 18
points each and Michael

Just In time For
Christmas
The Following Stores in
Dixieland Shopping Center will be
open Sundays 1-5 beginnina Nov. 29t

Buckingham Ray
Wild Raspberry
Bamboo Garden
Town & Country
Dor-Moe
Watkins
Green Door
Murray Leather Shop
Sunset Boulevard Music

20% Off All
Remington
z
Chain Saws

61

College
Football

New Orleans 85, Pomona Pitzer
58
N.Carolina 74, Kansas 67
N.Carolina St. 68, Campbell 53
NW Louisiana 105, Arkansas
Tech 71
Richrnond$4, Wake Forest 61
108, Ill.-Chicago 96

EAST
Boston College 76, Holy Cross34
Penn St. 43, Pittsburgh )4
Widener 21, Montclair St. )2 61
SOUTH
S. Mississippi 91, Mo -St. Louis
Alabama A, Auburn 17
71
Florida 35, Florida St 3
Toledo 103, Rollins 62
Florida A& M 29, Bethune,
Vanderbilt 76, Duke 75,20T
Cook io.in
W.Carolinal1M, Averett 51

Dennison- Hunt
and The Cherry Branch

CULLUM

RENTALSALES
)'A
•

100 E A40;r,

will be open Sundays Beginning Dec. 6th
•

1
00

(

CENTER
73 8701
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Decision Expected ,This Week

OBITUARIES

Smith Rites Set Today
Services for Anne M.
Smith, were today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Johnson and Lambert
Funeral Home, Calvert
City, with the Rev. Elvis
Emmerson officiating.
Burial was in Calvert City Cemetery.
The deceased,81, Tampa, Fla., died Friday at
9:30 a.m. at Tampa
University Hospital. She
was a member of Tampa
First Baptist Church, a

graduate of Western Kentucky University, University of Kentucky, and
George Peabody College
for Teachers.
She had taught school
in Marshall County,
Jenkins,and Tampa.
Survivors include two
sisters, Opal McDonald,
Gainesville, Fla., and
Verna Vancleave, Ferndale, Mich.,and a brother
Robert L. Smith, Murray; and several nieces
and nephews.

Woman Scheduled'
To Take Vows
As Episcopal Priest
NEWARK, N.J. (AP)
— Elizabeth Canham,the
first woman ordained as
a deacon in the Church of
England, will take her
vows as a priest in the
Episcopal Church, the
U.S. body of the Anglican
Communion.
Ms. Canham,42, will be
ordained at Trinity
Cathedral in Newark on
Saturday by Episcopal
Bishop John Spong and
retired Bishop Mervyn
Stockwood of Southwark,

ngland. It will mark the
first time that a Church of
England bishop has participated in the ordination
of a woman, church officials said.
The Church of England
does not allow admission
of women to the
priesthood, but the
Episcopal Church has
done so since 1976. Ms.
Canham has been serving
as a parish curate in Kinnelon, N.J.

Debates About KSU Emotional
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The future of
Kentucky's only traditionally black college has
led to emotional debate
over the past few months.
A decision this week by
Kentucky's Council on
Higher Education could
cause even further emotional outcries and
possibly lead to a legal
battle between the state
on one side and civil
rights groups and the
federal government on
the-other,
The central issue in the
controversy is what to do
with Kentucky State
University, a small (2,300
enrollment) four-year
free-standing institution
located in Kentucky's
capital city.
Numerous proposals
have been put forth since
the U.S. Department of
Education's Office of
Civil Rights last January
ordered Kentucky to
develop a plan to fully
desegregate its public
universities.
All phases of the plan
have been submitted to
the OCR except the
portion dealing with Kentucky State.

The Council on Higher
Education, which
oversees Kentucky's
higher education system,
will meet Thursday to
consider a recommendation from a special committee formed to study
the Kentucky State issue.
That committee, by a 32 vote, has recommended
that Kentucky State be
turned into a two-year
community college
within the University of
Kentucky system.
Such.% move-would be a
radical depiirture from
what other southern
states have done in
response to similar
desegregation orders.
Most have spent millions
of dollars on improving
the traditionally black
schools.
"Kentucky is the only
state even considering
closing a black scgool,"
said Galen Martin, executive director of the
Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights.
And supporters of Kentucky State say a cotmunity college was not
what the federal government had in mind when it
directed Kentucky to

"enhance" the
university.
"If anybody considers
the downgrading of a
university to a
community college as an
enhancement, then their
dictionary definition of
enhancement is different
from mine," said
Louisville attorney
Raymond Burse, the only
black member of the
higher education council.
Some members of the
black community have
even- stronger words- for the proposal. The Rey.
K.L. Moore of Frankfort
called it "unfair, ungodly
and not right" to close
KSU.
"This is a racial issue,
no matter how some
council members
perceive it," said Martin.
"We will not sit in
silence and let it be closed," said Moore.
Supporters of Kentucky
State plan a rally Thursday outside the building
where the council will
meet and have started a
letter writing campaign
to members of the
council.
"We hope to have
thousands on hand," said

sronEsi

ado thaek

Half Price! Bookshelf
Hi-Fi Speaker in
Genuine Walnut Veneer
Nova® -5 by Realistic

Save 20%to 50%

LCD Calculator
With 4-Key
Memory
EC-273 by Radio Shack

Save MO

II

as
seen

0/
/0

3995

_JO
OcJcD

95 °pale

Each

arna

Reg.79.95 Each

Reg.
21.95

Decorator Lattice-Work Grille
Give a pair for the regular price of
one! Long-throw woofer, tuned-port
design and wide-dispersion tweeter
combine for a wide 60-20,000 Hz
response. 19x10/
3
4x71
/
2" Hurry in for
this special value! #40-4030

Save $7! Handles standard math or financial problems quickly and easily. Softtouch keys,8-digit display, auto power-off.
Performs square root, percent and signchange functions. With 2000-hour batteries. #65-683

ANAHEIM, Calif.(AP)
— Fransie Geringer, 8,
and Mickey Hayes, 9,
both have a rare aging
disease that makes them
look like little old men.
But their first meeting,
made possible by
Americans moved by
their plight, was right out
of the schoolyard.
The boys stared at each
other Sunday night, made
some tentative passes at
friendship and then
began a competition to.
see who could stand on
his withered leg the
longest..
Fransie lives in South
Africa, more than 11,000
miles from Mickey's
home in Hallsville,
Texas, but the youngsters
have a world in common
that transcends
geographic and cultural
bounds.
Their disease, progeria, apparently is a
genetic disorder and
manifests itself in bald
heads, beaked noses and
stunted growth. Progeria
strikes only one in 8
million children, who
usually die in their
mid-teens.
Both boys thought they
were the only living cases

40,

Cassette Recording Tape
Stock Up and Save 25%

149
ll Reg.1.99
#44-602

80 Minutes

49
Reg.1.99

1•99
2.69
•Reg.
#44-841

#44-840

Special-formula oxide coating for high output, low
noise A terrific value!

One-Piece "Mini" Telephone

88
39

ET-100 by Radio Shack

Cut
20%

• Auto-Redial of Busy or Unanswered Number*
• Tone Ringer With Silent/Low/High Switch
Get conveniences fItt found in ordinary
phones! Universal Dial System for pushbutton dialing on any line, mute switch for
privacy. FCC approved. White Mist,
#43-284 Dark Brown, #43-285
Wall Bracket.
White, #43-184. .4.95
Brown, #43-185...4.95
Not:foribm-corty or anatetineveP

CORPORATION

until The Associated
Press carried a story in
August - about Fransie's
plight from Orkney,
South Africa, mentioning
that his dream was to
meet his storybook idol
Pinocchio at Disneyland.
Americans responded
with donations for a trip,
which ultimately was
organized by the Sunshine Foundation, a
Philadelphia charity
group that grants wishes
to terminally ill children.
Texans, meanwhile,
rallied to raise money so
Mickey could meet
Fransie while he was
here.
The boys were to rest
today and Tuesday,
before heading to
Disneyland.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
November Xi, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Rog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1213 Est. 5ffi Barrows k Gilts
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uckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.

Hurry and save $8 on this unique
radio! Tone control, slide-rule dial,3"
speaker, AFC for drift-free FM. AC/
battery operation. Pick up a couple
for Christmas! #12-712

Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good place
0 shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem to
ore gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's wha
my visit is all abolit — and it's free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and i
such a special treat. We've been greeting people to
over 50 years. Just call me.

Kattoriaa Oatlami 753-3079
Hostesses
lapbsra Cal(Asst.)492-5341
Mary Namiltsa(Asst) 753-5570

Smart Looking! Great Sounding!

Astrological Computer
For Fans ofthe Zodiac!

Cut45%
95

EEC=

Chevrolet

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

EC-312 by Radio Shack

a

Reg.
39.95
Computes position and influence of
the planets for any day! More detailed than ordinary newspaper
horoscopes. Doubles as a handy 4function calculator. Fluorescent
display. Super stocking stuffer!
465-801
*

1481 Grand Prix
2 tone silvereond blue,
blue interior, V-6,

automatic power steer:

ing, power brakes air
condition, wire hub
caps, 12,000 miles.

$7477.00
Diatteiles extra

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio /batik Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION OF TANDY

.e. 4

Reg.2.79
#44-603

By Realistic

14.70

C.E.F.Food

By Realistic

09
2
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4.21

37% -%
Air Products
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Aznencan Motors
Ashland
3
4
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American Telephone
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Chrysler
.........................11%
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Goodyear
3541
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IN tor
Penwalt
Quaker oats
31% +Vs
34% -%
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
0%
14% 41
Wendy's

GSWEEt

Easy-Carry AM/FM Portable

90 Minutes

Save Up to 26% on Our
8-Track Recording Tape!

Stock Market
Industnal Average

AO ifeb

By Realistic®

'60 Minutes

plan to give the full coun
cil and the governor,'
said Tucker, a forme!
chairman of the council.
"My plan doesn't say
Kentucky State would be
continued forever,"
Burse said. "But to close
it down closes an opportunity for some
students to get a quality
education that they may
never get at any other
institution."
Burse said he too would
vote to close KSU or
make it a community
college if it couldn't
become a valid university
in three to five years.

Children Suffering
— Shop Early—, From Aging Disease Meet

MasterCard

cHAft6trit

the Rev. Richard Wilson of Kentucky's black high
of Louisville, executive school graduates attend
director of the Kentucky KSU. He also cited the
Southern Christian high per-pupil cost at
Leadership Conference.
KSU, which is $2,700 per
If the council approvet pupil more than the next
the community college most costly state
concept, it would still university.
have to be approved by
Bell's proposal also
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., calls for establishing a
OCR ande.the state center at the Kentucky
Legislature.
State campus to train
The Human Rights state and local governCommission, the state ment employees. It also
chapter of the National would use 85 million of
Association for the Ad- the funds now allocated
vancement of Colored"- Kentucky--StatetoPeople and others have upgrade services and
vowed to fight any efforts programs for blacks at
to close Kentucky State in the other state
the courts.
universities.
"We're going to fight
Burse, council chairthis. We'll fight it to the man William McCann
very end," said Zachary and Barney Tucker, vice
Royal, the student chairman of the KSU
member of the KSU regents, are working on a
Board of Regents.
compromise proposkil for
Robert Bell, an Thursday's meeting.
Ashland Oil Inc. exThe compromise will
ecutive and former state be a combination of plans
Natural Resources each of them has drawn
Secretary who for- up individually and
mulated the community would keep KSU as a
college proposal, said he four-year institution, with
didn't believe the specific a limited but upgraded
criteria used for other program.
states were valid for
"We think we can come
Kentucky.
up with a streamlined,
He said only 10 percent comprehensive, sensible

'
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LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE
1 LEGAL NOTICE

ADVERTISEMENTYOB BIDS
City of Murray,Owner
5th and Poplar Streets
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Separate sealed BIDS for the construction of
CONTRACT 2, WASTEWATER INTERCEPTORS
AND FORCE MAINS will be received by the City of
Murray at the office of City Clerk until 11:00 a.m.
C.S.T., Thursday, December 17, 1981, and then
publict, opened and read aloud in the Murray City
Council Chambers at City Hall, 5th and Poplar
Streets, Murray,Kentucky.
The work for which bids are to be submitted consists of the construction of approximately 2,300
linear feet of 4-inch Force Main, 7,500 linear feet of
8-inch sewer,4,000 linear feet 4154nch sewer,2,225
linear feet of 18-inch sewer,480 linear feet of 24-inch
sewer, 8,600 linear feet of 16-inch sewer, bore and
jack railroad and highway crossings, manholes,
connections to existing system, and a Sewage Pumping Station as well as all appurtenances and all
related work as shown on the Drawings and as set
forth in the Specification.
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, consisting of
Advertisement for Bids, Information for Bidders,
BID, BID BOND, Agreement, General Conditions,
SLIFiLEMENTAL GENERAL CONDITIONS, Payment BOW), Performance BOND, NOTICE OF
AWARD, NOTICE TO PROCEED, CHANGE
ORDER,DRAWINGS,SPECIFICATIONS and ADDENDA, may be examined at the following locations:
Murray Water & Sewer
Systems
Andrus Drive
Murray •,Ky.452071

GRW Engineers, Inc
2100 Gardiner Lane
Suite 216
Louis.,ille, Kentucky

40205
GRW Engineers,Inc.
801 CorporateDflve
Lexington.KY 40503

GRW Engineers,Inc.
1725 Ashley Circle
Bowling Green,KY 42101

Dodge Scan
503 Hanna Building
1422 Euclid Avenue

F.W. Dodge Corporation

Cleveland,Ohio 44115
Builders Exchange of
Louisville
3595 Dutchman's Lane
Louisville,KY 50205

1133 West Mill Road
Suite 106
Evansville,Indiana 47710

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
City of hitirraY, Kentucky-Owner
City H45th & Poplar Streets
Murray,Kentucky 42071
Separate sealed BIDS for the construction of Contract No. 1, Wastewater Treatment Facilities, EPA
C210313 will be received by the City of Murray, Kentucky at the office of the City Clerk until 11:00 a.m.
C.S.T., Thursday, December 17, 1981, and tiien
publicly opened and read aloud in the Murray City
Council Chambers.
The work to be accomplished under this Contract
consists of, but is not limited to, construction and installation of the following:
A 3.5 MGD oxidation ditch secondary wastewater
treatment facility, earth fillflood protection dikes,
access roads, all on a new site, complete with all
equipment, piping, instrumentation and controls,
structural, architectural, mechanical, electrical,
site work and landscaping, including operational
start-up, together with all related work as shownu
on the Drawings and described in the Specifications.
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, consisting of
Advertisement for Bids, Information for Bidders,
BID, BID BOND, Agreement, GENERAL CONDITIONS, SUPPLEMENTAL GENERAL CONDITIONS, Payment BOND, Performance BOND,
NOTICE OF AWARD, NOTICE TO PROCEED,
CHANGE ORDER, DRAWINGS (Half-Scale),
SPECIFICATIONS and ADDENDA, may be examined at the following locations:
Murray Water & Waste
Water System
Andrus Drive
Murray,Kentucky 42071

Dodge Scan
503 Hannah Building
1422 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

GRW Engineers,Inc.
110 Corporate Drive

GRW Engineers,Inc.
2100 Gardiner Lane, Suite

Ky. 40503

Louisville, Kentucky

GRW Engineers,Inc.
1725 Ashley Circle
BosidingGreen,KY 42101

F.W. Dodge Corporation
180 Moore Drive
Suite 203
Lexington,Ky.50503

50503

Associated General Contractors
1930 North 13th Street
Paducah,Kentucky 42001

F. W. Dodge Corporation
105 E.4th Street
Suite 1200
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

F.W. Dodge Corporation
1133 West Mill Road

F. W. Dodge Corporation
325 Plus Park Boulevard
Nashville, Tennessee

F. W.Dodge Corporation
2400 Poplar Ave., Room

37217
Nashville Contractors
Associates
1214 Pine Street
Nashville,TN 37203

Memphis, Tennessee
38112
Associated General Contractors of America
1018Georgetown Road
Lexington, Kentucky
40511
Kentucky Small and

Kentucky-Tennessee
BusinessService Center
835 West Jefferson
Avenue,
Suite 103
Louisville, Kentucky
40202

Minority Business
Development Agency
2329 Capitol Plaza Towers
Frankfort, Kentucky
40601
Tennessee State Office of
Minority Business Enterprise
1025 Andrew Jackson
State Office Bldg.
Nashville, Tennessee
37219

Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be
obtained at the office of GRW Engineers, Inc.,
located at 801 Corporate Drive, Lexington, Kentucky 40503, upon payment of $100.00for each set.
Any BIDDER, upon returning the CONTRACT'
DOCUMENTS within 60 days after BID opening and
in good condition, will be refunded his payment,
and any nonbidder upon so returning the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS will be refunded $50.00.
Complete refunds will be made only to those bidders submitting bonafide proposals to the Owner.
Bids shall be accompanied by a certified check or
bid bond in the amount equal to five (5) percent of
the bid to insure the execution of the contract for
which the bid is made. In case the bid is not ac=
cerjted, the check or bid bond will be returned to the
bidder, but if the bid is accepted and the bidder
shall refuse or neglect to enter into a contract with
the City of Murray within ten (10) days after the
time he has been notified of the acceptance of hisl
bid, the said check or bid bond shall be forfeited to
the City of Murray as liquidated damages for the'
failure so to do.
Any Contract(s)
s) awarded under this Invitation
for Bids is (are) expected to be funded inpart by a
grant from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and shall be referred to as Project
C210313. Neither the 'Grated States nor any of ii.4
departments, agencies or employees is or will be a
party to this invitation tor was or any resulting
Contract. This procurement will be subject to
regulations contained in 40 CFR 35.936, 35.938, and
35.939.
Bidders must comply with the Buy Americant
Provision of P. L.95-217 which requires pereference
in use of domestic construction material (40 CFR
35.936-13(d)).
The bidder's attention is called to the "Equal Opportunity Clause" and the "Standard Federal
Equal Employment Opportunity Construction Contract specifications set forth in the Contract
Documents.
Bidders must comply with the President's Executive Order Nos. 11246 and 11375 which prohibit
discrimination in employment regarding race,
creed, color, sex, or national origin and must furnish certification Of prior work peforrned under Executive Order 11246(EEO)
Bidders must comply with title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the Davis-Bacon Act, the AntiKickbach Act and Contract Work Hours Standards
Act and 40 CFR 35.936-7.
Bidders shall make positive efforts to use small
and minority owned businesses, and by submitting
a properly signed bid, each Bidder commits itself to
compliance with the EPA Minority Business Enterprise Participation Requirements as outlined in the
Specifications.
Bidders must certify that they do not and will not
maintain or provide for their employees and
facilities that are segregatea or based on race, color,creed, or national origin.
'No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of
ninety (90)days after the closing time scheduled for
the receipt of bids.
The City of Murrar, eserves the right to waive in.
formalities and to reject any and ah bids.
City of Murray,Kentucky
Melvin B. Henley, Mayor
Attest:
JOe Crass
, Nov tinber 24 1981
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F.W.Dodge Corporation
MO Moore Dr.,Suite 203
Lexington, Kentucky

Suite 107
Evansville,Indiana 47710

Builders Exchange of
Louisville
3595 Dutchman's Lane
Louisville, Kentucky
40205
F.W.Dodge Corporation
105 E.4th Street
Suite 1200
Cincinnati,Ohio 45202
Associated General Contractors
1930 North 13th Street
Paducah,Kentucky 42001

F. W.Dodge Corporation
13956 Manchester Road
Manchester, MO 63011

F.W. Dodge Corporation
325 Plus Park Boulevard
Nashville,TN 37217

F. W. Dodge Corporation
2400 Poplar Avenue
Room 220
Memphis, Tennessee
38112

tractors of America
1019 Georgetown Road
Lexington, Kentucky

Associated General Con-

40511

Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be
obtained at the office of GRW Engineers, Inc.,
Located at 801 Corporate Drive, Lexington, Kentucky 40503, upon payment of $200.00 for each set. A
complete set of Full-Scale Drawings may be obtained upon receipt of an additional 8100.00for each set.
Copies of the "Report of Geotechnical Investigation, Wastewater Treatment Plant, Murray, Kentucky" may be examined and-or obtained at the office of GRW Engineers, Inc. upon receipt of Ten
Dollars($10.00) which is non-refundable.
Any BIDDER, upon returning the CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS within 60 days of bid opening date
and in good condition, will be refunded his payment,
and any nonbidder upon so returning the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS will be refunded 50% of his
deposit. Complete refunds will be made only to
those bidders submitting bonafide proposals to the
Owner.
Bids shall be accompanied by a certified check or
bid bond in an amount equal to five percent of the
bid to insure the execution of the contract for which
the bid is made. In case the bid is not accepted, the
check or bid bond will be returned to the bidder, but
if the bid is accepted and the bidder shall refuse or
neglect to enter into a contract with the City of Murray,Kentucky within ten (10) days after the time he
has been notified of the acceptance of his bid, the
said check or bid bond shall be forfeited to the City
of Murray, Kentucky as liquidated damages for the
failure so to do.
Any Contract(s) awarded under this Invitation
for Bids are expected to be funded in part by a grant
from the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
and shall be referred to as Project C210313. Neither
the United States nor any of its departments, agencies, or employees is or will be a party to this Invitation for Bids or any resulting Contract. This procedure will be subject to regulations contained in 40
CFR 35.936, 35.938,and 35.939.
Bidders must comply with the Buy American
Provision of P. L. 95-217 which requires preference
in use of domestic construction material (40 CFR
35.936-13(d)).
The Bidder's attention is called to the "Equal Opportunity Clause" and the "Standard Federal
Equal Employment Opportunity Construction Contract Specifications" set forth in the Contract
Documents.
Bidders must comply with the President's Executive Order Numbers 11246 and 11375 which prohibit discrimination in employment regarding race,
creed,color, sex or national origin and must furnish
certification of prior work performed under Executive Order 11246(EEO).
Bidders must comply with Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the Davis-Bacon Act, the AntiKickback Act, the Contract Work Hours Standard
Act,and 40 CFR 35.938-7.
Bidders shall make positive efforts to use small
and minority owned businesses, and by submitting
a properly signed bid,each Bidder commits itself to
compliance with the EPA Minority Business Enterprise Participation Requirements as outlined in the
Specifications.
Bidders must certify that they do not and will not
maintain or provide for their employees any
facilities that are segregated or based on race, color,creed or natielial origin.
No.Bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of
ninety(90) days after the closing time scheduled for
the receipt of bids.
The Cr., of. u..reay, Kentucky reserves tlyt
to waive informaifties and to reject any and all bids.
City of Murray,Kentucky
By: Melvin B. Henley, Mayor
ATTEST;
Jo Crass
November 24,1901

As of Nov 79, 1981 I
Ricky Litchfield will no
-longer be responsible for
any debts other than my
own Ricky Litchfield

2 NOTICE
yes go oat town
or buy your car and
home stereo from someone without service, you might hove
to go out of town to
get service. Check
with your local service

MilE1031
6 HEkP WANTED

time opportunity working
from home with mail No
experience required in
formation send
stamped, self addressed
F
envelope N

90 watt amplifier.
stereo. AM FM stereo
cassette Has counter and
sdolby. 1 speakers 753
9611

tor cis+,trunris0-0 or
naui ii
band..d
i•
II hat) ,n i.)rs twais;•••
ios. IA! ,Stionl ,fike'

Associates. P 0 Box
M Staten Island, New
York 10314.

For sale Timothy hay
ST 75 a bale Call 753 1211

after 5 L.,
sevittost

Slat's

Lurnbvt (IC 41:,”r-?n•
Tn 901 3s2 5;77
to

Ask Tvrila about hcr
special hood ails and
tasting

Carter
Studio
300 Uri,'

Jobs Overseas
money fast $20

Big

bookkeeper 20 hours a
week 53 60 per hour. Prior

experience required.
Send resume to P 0 Box
1040 B. Murray
Ky

SITUATION WANTED
Will do babySitting in my
home. 753 9417.

753 8298

HOME FURNISHINGS
Portable Hoover washer
avacodo Washes and
spins dry $85.00 362 8063

Lost medium she dog
half German Shepard,
half Collie. May be
wearing red collar.
Reward. Call 7537 26 or 442-2157.

Opening Soon Mother
Goose Night and Day
Care 201 N. 16th 753-0191.
Hours 6:30-5:15 Mon.

SPORTS EQUIPMENt
Winchester Model 70 243
caliber excellent condi
tion 5100 00 753 02)1

22 MUSICAL
Upright piano and alto
saxaphone both in good
condition. Call 153 3438
after 500 p.m. or
weekdays

WANTED

6:30 p.M.-10:30
Sat.,
p.m. Mon. Sat. Register
now before the nest is

Responsible party to
take up payments on
like new'pians.

full!
14 It. Opel Pendants,
Regular $139.00
NOW $39.95
One Group Diamoad
Rings...
$39.95
$49.95
$59.95

GOLD &
SILVER INC.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
411111/11MMIllamipiwes&
CAR STEREO Pioneer. Kenwood

"

415 17',+1
f orb,
Iwo, or ,1
co,,prc r,. •
CI
Ifo,
Y
and Ofiler S

_
Vriod
r

,

i.k)
ON

k

(ustoni tnatte rh,n,t•
Sings
It,
Murloy
/Sc
D,x'eland I relfrr,
9613
I eezt
Scor
y
n'ndel 29 205

•

26 TV RADIO

Large
Selection
Used TV's
25
;`)
19- (.01in 13 • I.
or 19-

Small Super market in ex
cellent condition.
Mayfield, Ky 42066 507
147 1461 or 147 5961 after
7 30 p m

CLAY TONS
753-7575

l'fir°
. . 4*S35M6A.itt4c,A
g-

(

•

AUTO REVERSE FM/AM CASSETTE
• 6 station preset pushbutton turi,..(4
• 10 wetts/channol into 4 ohms I,um 40 20htl:
@ 1.0% T H.D.
• Precision auto reverse tape tranwort
• Dolby NA system and tape E (3 swit. ii
••
• Separate bass, treble and loudile•,
• Preamp RCA pin jack outputs
• Output cable for remote power anlenna
A
Dimensions:
7" Wx13/4'Hx 6" D
(180 x 44 x 150 mm )
Weight: 4 lbs.(1.8 kg.)
XR-55

lA
iuYstS
,P
rIE
loALIK
ritE,,R;it
x 9" Woofer. 3" midrafig,..!
• ..lassivp 4007 ferreitv rri<: .
• ''
pn power hi' •
Sony, The Car Stereo You Con Be Proud Of:
"Oh Yes, I ha /ecr Sony" only at the,

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Ps... 733.394

World of Sound
Where Quality Counts

222 So. 12th S

13, 4 4••:44It
5ANTA RE," IS
(
COME/ TO TOWN!)

YEAH, BUT SA R&E
WILL BE ALONE. ANY

• NOT L.
GiARGF
ANL:

MINLYTE AND SPOIL IT

14Illk/aNl4PA •
g
r.r74j
it

Lit4,1
.1411P

lb

u
0 I.

h,. new S.rpo .,o

6x9 rug dark green, long
shag $35.00. Call 436 1406

21 EXTERMINATING

.1

4149

,

Se,v,0

Sharp electronic cash
register,
large office
desk matching chair,
section 17 x 4 shelving I
10 in double roll paper
cutter. I 36 in paper cut
ter Call 753813.8 or 753
7989

\\

•far

0/

1231
orno,ird ,

NOV'- io

S.

• .1' 1. • ,4 •

.r

NANCY-WHAT'S
WRONG ?
I WAS
GLUING
THINGS
IN MY
SCRAPBOOK

HONEY WHERE
ARE MY 5-40£.57
'

1131%ln`
I vnt,

•••

•

FEELS
GREAT TO LIE OUT
HERE IN THE SUN

iiU

SC SOr

Firewood for sale 753
3523

WHO? SPEAK UP,
LITTLE 8(16... I
CAN'T HEAR YOU...

IT SURE

o,

Order

Mitsubishi
Maranti
Professional in
Sanyo
staIlation_. Sunset
Boulevard Music Dix
ieland Center Chestnut St
753-0113.

Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Mature lady to live with
retired lady 753-8648.
Do yoThTà
ping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Mur
ray Leather Shop, Dix
-iela nd Center. 759.9633.

15) IA n'

F.,.

Polaroid camera $10 00.
typewriter 510 00. small
000 to
desk $1000. 8 track tape
SM. 000 plus per year
player AC DC $10 00. 7
Call 1 716 841 6000 E xt
piece dinette set 560.00.
1705.
- 1970 Chevrolet $195 00 No
Dental Assistant No
rhecks
,
please 436 7850
training Or experience re
SEASONED FIREWOOD
quired. Send resume to P
Mixed hardwoods 1824" available
a
1
Ky. 41011
rick delivered Call John
Call
Bible I
$180 Per Week Part Time
Boyer at 753 8536
at Home. Webster,
God's Value of
America's foremost clic
Radio controlled airplane
Man 759-4444;
tionary company needs
excellent for beginners
Children's Story
home workers to update
Would make a nice
local mailing lists. All
759-4445.
Christmas gift Call 153
experience un
ages.
9903 after 5 p m
necessary. Call 1716 841
Add cultural and refine
6000. Ext 5117
Firewood for sale $7000 a
ment to your home with
rick delivered.
$1500
painting
from
Good
an Oil
Part time Secretary
you haul. Call 437 4731.
man's Art Shack., Prices

to fit all budgets. Call 753
3473

21 M1SCELt. ANE

24 MISCELLANEOUS

CLERICAL full or part

1

_

•

Ptia- 12 I III Sit MK

.. LEDGER &

Monde), Nitm-niller 30. 1941

31C1
1
°
4
.
4
411161kMa
26 TV RADIO
26 TV RADIO
32. APTS. FOR RENT
26 TV RADIO
•
:1-414PPY
'Holidays

)
11i
. apikt
'Holiday&

Gold & Silver
Inc.
Wholesale Jewelers
Olympic Plaza

00

.0

.0

Free
14 Kt. Gold Gift
With Each

••

.0

Model M31A-6P
1.1 cu..tt oven MT MST

0/11•914 COW

.0

r•,v. As.e ”Veti r. /NA/Wig shun
tal teat urt s bk.
• I 1.••el Alemor., 'sintpl, set it. then Virgo it Hertiembers up ti
instru. timis Automatically
boll( .litterent
• I who, -.tan
set the oven in the AM to ovik dinner
in the I'M
• Aut.at att. I hen:want-ter I. vats in the exact temperature you
Alu ,A an( medurn rare. WOU get-mod:um rare It won't let
I hi, .044/ o het nut

o.

o.

• . I leaf la-yek lull ratige
Llearung f,,sl rant hum u,rm Wipe clean with a
•
.1014..14.th
•Rugged .-..nstru.tra, Ainyr1 clad steel cabinet Plus. era- pie.,
tram.- and htlf length lunge

.0

West Ky.$439

16" Gold Chain

rt

3!It1f1;

Tburing machine
supreme.GOLD WING'
INTERSTATE'

27 MOBILE
HOMES SALES

1974 12 x 65 2 bedroom
new carpet 753 6268
1971 Richardson 12x60 two
central air
bedroom
unand heat (gas)
furnished. 753-3142
daytime after 5 P.m. 753
8854.

ri.n, the nev, (101,
seat to the lockable
!,d,el 'junk Ipith,- (-vont , tImpii.te• tour trig ( ve le
{•,
11111eff
t
,hott (1,1,e
11,
rwla‘'

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

Honda 82

furnished,
12x60,
nice, natural gas, good
no pets,
location,
deposit required. Mobile
phone
Home Village,
753 3895 after 5
(weekdays).

FOLLOW 114E LEADER

List Arnved 82 Interstate in new
Wineberry Red Color

For rent or sale 12 x 52 2
bedroom trailer furnished
on '2 acre lot east of Murray. Carl 767-4001.- •

Overby Hondo
801 5 4th Street 753,4092

iseT

rtfr

)11tttret11111,

Two bedrooms with central heat, new furniture
and carpet. Near university. Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Court 753 5209.

BUSINESS RENTALS

Ke_cpsake

Mliii
W.orolloosso
Storogo Specs
For Boot
753-47S$

Traditional Wedding Rings

32- APTS.FOR RENT
Nov losing

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
APP

1, 2 3 bedroom sail, Ito*
$165.00 DE Mk Nan*cooped unit. Newly constetted central int sad air,
colleted, kitdien eneliences.
Mice Non Mott.Fre. 9:001200 Noon
Northwood Or.
Merraylv.
502-759-4904
lewd Mousing Oeriortinity

OVA R•y t€

THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
of the love you share. They are superbly styled in
elegant 14 carat gold. Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to please every possible taste
and
from classic, to contemporary. to avant garde
to assure lasting pride and satisfaction:

East Side Square

Murray, Ky.

753 2835

37. LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES

Furnished 1 bedroom
apartment for rent. NO
children or pets. Call 7533913 after 5 p.m.

Registered
horse for
sale or tease. Call 5271096.

Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7794.

For Sale: Registered poll-..
ed hereford bulls 8 to 20
months old. Herd T. S.
and Bangs certified. Rex
Robinson,
Puryear,
Tn. Phone 901-247-5487.

38 PETS SUPPLIES

En.
l)fy country atmosphere and convenience of town in a
Hamlet North Apartment. 2 bedroom town
houses available. 753-7559
or 753-7550.

Beautiful AKC registered
miniature Schnauzer puppies will be ready for
Christmas deposit will
hold. Call 753-7791.

3 year old: poodle with

papers $15.00 436-2745.

Two bedroom apartmen1
for rent, range. oves0
refrigerator, dishwasher,.
disposal, washer and
dryer hookup, air, carpet
Six me-ith old Black
No pets. One year lease Great Dane, full
and $225 deposit required
pedigree, cropped ears,
$225 per month. Phone fully obedience trained.
753-2622 or 753-3865.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 753Equal Housing 1 and 2 ,6527.
bedroom apartment. Call AKC MINIATURE
Murray Manor 753-8668.
SCHNAUZER puppies.
Duplex 2 bedroom near
university quite sitting
$210 monthly. Call 7538096.
1 bedroom furnished
apartment couples only
no pets. Deposit required
call 492-8662.
Newly redecorated one
bedroom apartment good
furnished or
location
unfurnished. Call 759-4756
before 11:00 a.m. or after
4:00 p.m. week days.
Furnished or unfurnished
1 bedroom apartment in a
lakeside house Panarama
chores. 436- 2482 or 7537272.
1 bedroom loft apartment
really difgas heat,
ferent and nice. Water
and cable included
S135.00.753-8948.

Very heafthy.6 weeks old.
Veterinary procedures
completed (ears not cropped) Arrangements
made for Christmas gifts
753-0726 after 5 p.m.

41 PUBLIC SALE
FACTORY
0011.1T SALE
AMERICAN
LAMP CO.
Hwy 45 North
5 Miles north of
Mayfield - 1-247-3862
Now Open: Thursday
10 a m to 5 p.m. Friday
& Soturdoy 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.

43. Real Estate

PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE Three bedroom
home in. town on large
2 bedroom unfurnished lot. 150 x 106. This,.home
is neat and clean ready
duplex with stove
to move in. Insulated
refrigerator
dishwasher and disposal. garage and fenced
Extra nice in Westwood backyard. Ideal investment property convenient
Subd. Heat pump with low
utiliLes $250.00 month 753- to stores; could be zoned
3742 before 4:00 p.m. or commercial. Talk to us
about financing. For
305-792-5565 after 4 p.m.
more information call
Furnished apartments ef- SPANN REALTY
ficiency I or 2 bedrooms. ASSOCIATES. 753-7724.
Zimmerman Apts. S. 16th
St. 753-6609.
bedroom

Profession., Sem ire,
iil•. The F refiak Touch'

CAR

/The ultimate
stereo.
OIC-Sli CASSETTE/RECOVER

Treat yourself to excellence. There is no better
way than with KENWOOD! With its high technology performance, the result of exceptional
engineering. Kenwood car stereo lets you enjoy
music thexway you like it. It's in a class by itssztlf.
May‘4,P demonstrate?
•

,Opairf.t
11. \2,

go;
Twiniinkes
'Office Products

Duielasl tester Illear Ago
OWNS St 753-0113

314 maim

RECORDS - TAPFS - STEREOS

tS3.0123
•

4Pe I
•

- P.

NEAR
UNIVERSITY
Very attractive
brick home on
street near the
University. New
heat pump heating
and cooling system,
fireplace in den.
Extremely
economical utility
bills, lovely tree
shaded lot. Offerd
in the $40's, and
owner financing
available. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.
JUST
COMPLETED
And ready fora new
owner. Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
bathe, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and
two car garage.
Located in new
development adj a c ent to
Gatesborough.
Immediate possession and priced in
the $70's. Owner
financing available.
Phone 753-1r22, the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team.

furnished

p.m.

Sunset Boiile yard

WHY PAY
RENT?
701 Vine St.-This
newly decorated,
newly carpeted 2
B.R. home has 2
fireplaces, one in
living room, one in
Rec Room in basement, central gas
floor furnace, air
conditioner,
draperies included.
Walking distance
to hospital,
downtown, shopping. New exterior
siding. Owner loss
your gain at
$26,900.

Registered Dalmation
puppies 8 weeks old.
Deposit will hold for
Christmas. Phone nights
and weekends 527-8244.

1 bedroom furnished apartment 753 8878.
apartment for adults.
New paint and drapes. 2 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
blocks from hospital. No
3 or 4 bedroom house 2
pets. Lease and deposit
bath prefer family $300.00
required. Call 753-9208
a month. 759-4682 after 3
after 4 p.m

Ave
;. KENWOOD
STEREO FOR YOUR

513 Beale St.
This neat 2
bedroom home,
electric heat,
carpeted, kitchen
appliances included. Perfect for.
small family - you
can buy this and
pay less than rent.
Only 24,900. Less
than replacement
cost.

,40544 ter
•

'
•

-ON STATE
LINE RD.
OFF 121 SOUTH
A 300 acre farm on
black top that is
well-suited for a
cttle operation.
There are five
large grazing
fields (20-60) acres
in each). Each
field has a pond
and fencing. Approximately 75
acres is tillable.
Owner will consider financing.
The property is
also well-suited for
a subdivision.
BARGAIN
BUY
2 Bedroom, Holiday Trailer, 12x60,
gas heat, central
electric air, fully
furnished including a ppliances. Twoowner, fully
carpeted,
underpenned. Al
for $4,600.00.

NYMAN
REAL ESTATE'
153410N
"PieforserselSwreari
With The r-"way Tooth

MOVE IN
TODAY
Five miles from
Murray on 1%
acres, 2 bedroom,
bath, nice living
room, eat in kitchen, outside
storage. Check it
out at $26,500.
THIS IS IT
This newly listed
home offers size,
quality and location all at a
reasonablf price!
Brick veneer, 4 ext r a large
bedrooms, with
huge closets, 2full
baths, den with
fireplace, big kitchen/dinnette,
centcal gas heat
and air conditioning. Located in
Bagwell rnAluctr'
near shopping. An
unusually good
home at only
$66,900.00. •

sell. $30. 000. Call 4892670.

40 acres /
1
2 mile highway.
frontage Route 1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort.
148,000, $8000.00 down
owner financing. Will accept boat or travel trailer
or trade in. Write Bill 01By owner 3 bedroom 1/2 tesen Carbondale, Ill. or
story.
full basement. call 618-549-3002 after
5
Walnut kitchen cabinets p.m.
(built-ins)
fireplace
come
sr sa e •owner,
electric heat. Low utility
1505
Oak Dr., excellent
near
deep
lot
bills,
hospital. 12 percent finan- condition, immediate
cing available with possession. Three
$10 000 down payment. bedroom brick over 1400
Price $42 700. Phone 753- sq. ft. living area. Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
/710 after 5p.m.
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
House for sale in Canter- or after 5:03
p.m. 554bury 753-0738.
7580. Ask for Ken Adams.
Approximately 44 acres
On corner of Penny Rd
and Spring Creek church
road. Call 489-2425.

767746767P7P-arr
LOMITA ABS, EALHIS®

ifiekssioniIonian
-14Alb-TtlithleadlyTeuelk.

Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-436-,
.5353.
_
Two houses near university,
$100.00 deposit,
$108.00 per month rent.
Call 753-6114 after 6 p.m.

2 bedroom furnished or
unfurnished apartment.
753-8730 before 5 p.m.
753-6965 after 5 p.m

1

Furches Jewelry

The inside of this house is
like brand new. All new
bathroom, new wall to
wall carpeting, nice lot.
Coleman Real Estate 7539898. Call us we also have
other rentals.

Heights $275.00 month.
Phone 753-8411.

32 APTS FOR RENT

Nice 1974 Concorde house
trailer 14x65 underpinning,
central heat and
air,
refrigerator and
stove available. Call 2471346.
Mobile home for sale or
rent. Located in Puryear.
2 bedroom completely
furnished. Sale price
rent $200.00
.$7 000.00.
monthly plus deposit. 901247 5357.

g
own A
si
.
L

3 bedroom house in Almo

753-7113
••

753-4478

-er

2
95

14 Kt. 18" Bold Chain $1695

Appliance Ctr.
wy.641 N.

$

excellent quality? At
price ofless than 516,000?
Men coil 753-1492 now
after hours 753-0187.

refrigerator, air condi
tioner, shady lot and
garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable
rent for young couple with
proper references and
deposit. 492-859/ after 6
p.m.

REAL ESTATE

$50.00 Purchase or more

104rao. oro

p.

lE3r
ilEin
46 HOMES E0
HOUSES FOR RENT 43. REAL ES .
43. REAL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
House or sale by owner
2 bedroom house, gas
$2/00.00 down Take over Lynn Grove Browns
Pers.& Tberoosa
heat, washer dryer conreasonable payments and Grove Hwy. Newly
Worm*I
nection. 503 S. 6th. 362Does Mi• fix* neml
this 2 bay shop wit 2 2 decorated inside and out.
8063.
RNA Estate
sconoinical housing? Within
bedroom apatments will New wiring, plumbing
walking
Sortie:ids
Cart
distance
op and floor covering 7S3yours. Let that
Sq.
of
be
school?
Nice 2 bedroom brick
always
wan
With
you've
be 0670.
_
two
bedrooms
and
two
Murray,
Reatecky
with large utility,
Spann
yours.
Call
salty
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
bat/ti?
Low
maintenance
dryer.
washer,
753-4451
Assoc-753-7724.
built-in appliances. Must
and

1200*o:wrong
1/4•Bey,SeAsisky-4.1074
15021753-1492

•••

Take This
Home...Please
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home fort
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How'about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acre
country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

/e2l.
LORETTA MIS, MAIMS®
1200Sycamore
Murray,Kentucky 42071
(502)753-1492

(•••••••STAY FIT •••••••
•
•
•
Tilis Winter SeaSon
•
•
•
•
Murray Health Spa
•
•
•
7534143
•
•
•
•
Fitness Instructors:
•
•
Alice Craig, Lou French
•
•
•
••••••••••••0••••••••I

• Murray Leather
Store
Dizieleett Shopping Center

••

Open Every Day
Until Christmas

••

*Custom Mode Leather Gifts..
*Black Powder Clothing
••

•14ifle Slings, Belts, Hats
•
•

*Wallets, Billfolds
•
•

•Ladies Purses

••

We repair anything mode
of leather
N...
759-9633

AUCTION

Attn: Mr. Former Mr. Dealer
After Harvest Days
Consignment Farm Mochinery
Saturday, December 5, 1981
10:00 A.M.- Rain or Shine

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS-MURRAY,KY
If you have machinery for sale or if you ore in need

of some good used mochinery, then mock your
calendar now and plan to attend this ouctionll
The suction compow, wiN haws a represeetetiv•
on Ore grounds Thursday end Friday prior to the
ouctioe to siefeed end check in your machinery.

TRACTORS
COUNTRY
CHARM
alaceful country
livin' goes with this
unique three
bedroom home in
Graves Cofunty between Murray &
Mayfield. Antique
log beamed ceilings
in den and dining
area, wood burning
Fisher Stove and
central heat and
air. This is an extremely neat
Cedar-sided home
in quiet, private
location. Offered in
the low $50's. rhone
753-1222 for all information.
GOOD
NEIGHBORHOOD
AND
NEIGHBORS
Come see this
recently listed
three bedroom, 14
bath brick home
with living room,
dining room,family
room, chain-link
fenced backyard,
large covered
wooden deck,
automatic garage
door opener, central gas heat-and insulated to TVA
specifications to
help save on those
winter heat bills.
AV this and offered
in the low ,00's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
Street.

•
•

870 Case Diesel, Pr. Shift, "Clean"; 970 Case
Diesel, Pr. Shift, "Nice"; 1150 MF Diesel w/Duols;
1066 INC wiDuois, 1,080 Hrs., "Sharp"; 574 IHC
Diesel, 434 Hrs., "Like New"; 5000 Ford Diesel,
7040 AC, Cob and Air, w/Duals, 1006 Hrs.
"Sharp"; 4020 John Deere Diesel; 930 Case
Comfort King Diesel; 966 IFIC Diesel; 730 Case
Comfort King Diesel; Cub Formoll ydequipment;
8N Ford; 806 WIC Diesel; 1850 Oliver Diesel; 235
MF Diesel; 990 David Brown; H-Formall, Super A
Formoll; M Fannon; 160 AC Diesel.

FIELD EQUIPMENT
John Deere 8 W 14' Wheel Disc; John Blue

Anhydrous Applicator; I H C 510 semi 5xI6' Plow,

"Nice"; 477 New Holland Hay Sine, "Nice"; MF

Hay Rake; 124 MF Twine Tie Baler, "Nice"; 513

Ford Hoy Rake, "Like New"; 5500 Heston Round
Baler, "Like New"; 1070 Heston Hoy Bine, "Like
New"; It-IC 6 Row Planter; Hahn Hi-Boy; iFic 14'
Disc; Dunham 14' Culti-Mulcher; 263 White 19'
Wing Fold Disc, "Like New"; Mechanical 2 Row
Pull Tobacco Setter, "Nice"; INC 470 Wing Disc;
5' Rotary Cutter; INC 11 Tine Chisel Plow, "Nice";
INC 4 Row Cultivator, "Real Nice"; MF 3 Btrn
Plow; 2 Row 3 Pt. Cultivator; Kewanee 19' Hyd
Fold Disc, ."Like New"; 300 Gallon Pull Type
Sprayer; AC 6 Row No•Till Planter, "Nice"; AC 6
Row Cultivator; 13' Chisel Plow; 15' Lel))
, Roterio,
"Like New";Saddle Tanks,

COMBINES
•

M-2 Gleaner diesel, Cob and Air, 15' Floating
Head, "Extra Sharp"; A-630 Corn Head, "Like
New"; 300 MF, Cob and Air, Quick Attoch; 1060
Case w/Cab; 510 MF Dresel, Cab and Air,
"Sharp"; 44MF Corn Head,"Nice";95 John Deere
w/Cob; 410 MF w/Cob, "Reol Nice", 33 MF Corn

TRUCKS
1970 Ford 2 Ton w/Groin Bed and Hoist, 1974
Ford F-350 w
Bed, 1963 Ford 2 Ton w/Groin
Winch; 1973 Ford 2 Ton w/
Bed and Ho'
Groin Red arid Hot ,
4 Dodge w/Lime Bed;
1974 Chevy 2 Too w/Groin Bed

Cissignsets Accopted

Sail Ties

Equipment listed it only o portion of what will be
offered for sole.
SALE IS SuEOECT TO ADDITIONS
AND DELETIONS!“
TIMMS: Strictly Cosh, teshim's Chock er
Assproved Check. NO EXCEIPTIOIre

JAMES R. CASH
Trst AUCTiONIIIR
FANICT FAR/A KINTl. Cuts'
502 623 8166o, 502 623 6939
SELLING SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SIvEli•L ST•TES
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46. HOMES-FOTSALE49. USED-CARS

46. HOMES FOR SAL ."
46.
---F0AES

Unique log home three
bedroom, central gas
heat with full basement.
Assumable loan. Call
Purdom & Thurman
Realty 753-4456.

Ozar Log Homes
STOVE SHOP
Your oni• authorized dealer for

EMBER

HEARTH

wood stores furnaces inserts
121 Bypass Murray

753 677

SHAPE UP MURRAY
We will show you how
Call Murray Health Spa today
753-8143

Fitness Instructors:
Lou French Alice Craig

Christmas Layaway
Any

47. MOTORCYCLES

P1ONE
CAR STEREO
or
FOR YOURA R
9ENWOOD
or. Speakers
ONLY

1981 Honda 400 custom.
back rest and matching
helmet. Excellent condition 436-2240.
Custom made leather
jackets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
49. USED CARS

For
Sale

20°°

Down

1977
Ford
Granada
Ghia.

Sunset Boulevard
Music
saia Coda(Ms Amn)
Diestml St. /511113

Vernon's ..
Western Store..
Olympic Plaza

Kenney Rogers Jeans

•
•

Men & Women

$1()00

•
•

Off

Levi Jeans

•
•

Men's $15.95
Womens and Misses $23.95
Students $149$
Children $1 2.95

Bost Valoe$181.11

Good condition,
clean, good family
car. Asking $2,3(11.
Call 153-6121 after 5

p.m.

RECORDS- TAPS- STEREOS
-N;k4K4pk-m--

•

A good buy at $14 900
1973 Pontiac Catalina call
11
/
2 story
1 492-8713.
4 BR
bath
2 mile south of
Lynn Grove
2 acres. 1977 White Grand Prix
Coleman R. E. 753-9898.
with red top
low
3 bedroom brick house mileage excellent concarpet throughout, 2 dition 83250.00. Call 436bath, large living room 2682.
and den, 2 car garage
black inwith large storage room. 1972 MG red with
terior, perfect condition
Call 489-214.5 or 753-8394.
753-0708 767-4767.
fffi--v well planned 3
bedroom 1 1/2 bath house. 1977 Oldsmobile 4 door
Very nice. Call 753-3903.
$2500.00 753-9400.
House for sale or trade for
house in Murray. 3
bedroom, 2 bath fully
carpeted, 15 acres of
tendable land,
large
barn
out building.
highway frontage located
on Hwy. 1346. Call 4374473.

lo,k->- Pk.44R-k-4,*->- i,k4=*-->-15,t•-•>- =-4.--

49. USED CARS

. lin X air and For sale 1978 VW Rabbit
1974 Grem
power steering, 6- automatic with air
cylinder $65.00. 1967 burgundy velour interior
Dodge pickup $325.00 419- with sunroof and FM
Stereo. Sharp. 435-4794.
2595.

50 USED TRUCKS
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and
Trucks .available. *any
sell for under $200.00. Can
312-742-1143 Ext. 2641 for
information on how to
purchase.
1967 Chivrolet truck long
wheel base,
VI,
automatic, sharp
$875.00. Call 753-7918 after
6 759-4567.

1972 Ford pickup camper
special automatic,
1966 Pontiac LeMons transmission,
power
white. 2 door excellent steering and power
condition $400.00. Call 767- brakes. Also has paneled
2303.
camper cap. 753-3674.

1981

Chevrolet Pickup

8,000

owner.

miles. One

1981 Oldsmobile cutlass
Supreme Coupe. 8,100

miles. One owner.

PURDOM'S
OLDSMOBILE,
PONTIAC,
CADILLAC
1406W. Main

753-531S

1973 VW Thing convertible, gas heater, new
excellent gas
tires,
mileage and in excellent
condition, 48, 000 miles
$2250.00. Call 354-6217.
1979 Dodge akagnum XE
36,- 000 mud", AM-FM
alr,
steering
cruise,
and brakes. Extra sharp: Phone 753-1.119 or see at
919 N. 18th.
1974 Ford Torino wagon
V-8, looks and drives
good. $650.00 or best offer
753-9672.
1973 Chevrolet Impala extra clean inside and out,
radial tires,
great
mechanically $1050.00.
Call 489-2555.

Dress Slacks, Leather Vests,
Jackets,Shirts, Coats etc.

1 9 8 1 Cutlass
Oldsmobile Supreme
Came. One owner,
1,000 miles.

$50.00
a.m.to 9 p.m.

•
•

Oldsmobile
Pontiac
CodNlec
1406W. Mein
753-531S

•
•

Open 9

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

911

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR

Poison
Control
753-7588

Chimney Sweep Service
AN Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
192.8983
Day
753 1150

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Alynoinem and Vinyl
Costom trim
work. References.
Con Will Id Bailey,
753-0619.

Loyd A. PAcClare

Police
911

Quality Service
Company
Meeting tied Air Coo&Hama Sales; Sales
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal Service
Departments

7S3-9290

\nmoislmwmwm\

Murray-CallowaY
County Nospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Roscoe Squad

753-6952

Rust Signs

01:11111r0

Truck
Lettering
Cold Leaf

SW
WW1 Clog
RUM
Leather gifts:
•ream SORT nat111111.1 Purses, billfolds,
-cisme mar maul belts, etc. Minor
Sloe Repoir4
CARNETS
Custom mode
753-5140
leather items.

murals

All Types.
of Sign Work

7534983

GIST'S% ItMM.;
CAM= & 1141411111
1110•1111/11111811111 „

1212 MAIN

Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning. Vacuum clean
ed from your driveway•
Industrial,''residential,
or commercial, 24 hour
service. Cali 753-5933.
MOBILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinning, roof's sealed, •patio
awnings, and house type
roofs for mobile homes.
753 1873 Jack Glover.
Guttering by Sears. Sears
continuous gutters installed per your specifications. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate.

Friday, December 18,10:00 AM.
Rain Or Shine

Asphaft driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimate!
call 753-2310.
Concrete and blocks-ind
brick. Basements,
driveways, sidewalks and
storm cellars. 20 years
experience and free
ectimates. 753 5476
Automobile macpanic
will do work on automatic'
and all gasoline engined.
trucks. All work done
guarantepol. Call 437-4546.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years experience. Carpentry
cncrete
plumbing
roofing
sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 471
2359 nights 474-2276.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
KENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL,
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
Years experience, Bob
by Hopper, Bob's Appliance Service 203 5, 5th
St. 753 4872 or 753-8886.
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim. Aluminum trim
for brick houses. Jack
Glover 753-1873.
Don't put off getting your
favorite sofa or chair
reupholstered because of
the long wait for its
return. We offer one week
service. Also
take advantage of our year end
special. Say you saw this
ad and save 150.00 on any,
sofa and chair combina
lion. Bill's Upholstery- 101
S. 13th

IhrraY
Leather

Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill saws.
Call 7534656.

1980 Chevy Luv truck long
wheel base. Call 753-7785.

paneling
Carpenter
etc. 30 years experience.
436 2253.

80 GMC Van conversion
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch _(converts Into
bed), rally wheels
custom paint and cap
tains chairls. 13,000 miles.
Reply to 7S3-5014.

ROOFING
BUILT-Ur & SHINGLES
References. All work
guaranteed. Free
Estimates. Coll 7591859 or 753-6581.

SERVICES OFFERED
Aluminum SerriC:e CO..
aluminum alld vinyl
siding, MUM trim

Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimate for your
needs.

Roofing Hot Tar and
Gravel Roofs Ask about
5 year guarantee. Roofs
work. References. Call
coated -cold or hot ap
Will Ed Bailey, 751
plications shingle rbofs
0689.
removed and replaced.
Complett roof and deck
roressionai.
ing removed and replac
paperhanging, painting, ed. Roll roofing
farm buildings, top,sides. fiberglass shiagles in
Commercial or stalled On straight 4x12
residential. Call Tremon
roof $3150. Labor and
farris. 759-1987.
material
All work
AAA CUSTOM MADE guaranteed the profesCABINETS, bookcases. sionals Yates Roofing Co
642-0158 call collect.
music centers, etc
Reasonable 436 2566
Sewing Machines Repair
All your plumbing and air all makes and models
conditioning needs. Also home and commercial
do carpentry, painting, sewing machines. In
roofing and concrete. All cluding button and blind
work done to satisfaction stitch Call 751 2674 on
Hwy. 121, Stella Ky.
753 2211.

.HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
2251. P. Mier StOWN*/no ClomaitY Ca.")

Specielizin in Senior Citizens
*Sir Cats $1.00
Opoo Noon
Mos., Tees., Mars., Fri., Set.
8-12 lemerremiemilw

LOCATION: 5
miles southeast of Murray nest north of Hwy 121 on
Cherry Corner & Pottortown Road.
CIIST0111-BUILT PONTASLE BUILDINGS FOCTOIY: mir
HOUSE & LOT: BUILDING LOTS: COTTAGE: SHOP EQUIPMENT:
PORTABLE BUILDINGS AND BUILDING MATERIAL
_
TRAIT NO. 1 FACTORY BUILDING: This at; aluminum building with truss roof
consists of a center section 401100 with 'reinforced concrete flcor, a 16i50
section that has a lounge area, 2 offices. 2 bathrooms and a third section that is
20x50 raw material storage area. The building has a 3 phase electric service,
ample fluorescent lighting; 11x15 entrance door in front and a 11'012 in rear
There is a 10 h.p -air compressor with lines and hoses that remain with this
building. This structure was built in 1979 and is in "Like-New" condition Water
is supplied by a community well, all of this is situated on a 230x550 lot It
could continue to be used is a portable building factory Or could be converted
to many other uses.
TRACT. NO. 2 • HOUSE AND LOT: This lot fronts 180' on Cherry Corner and Pottertown Road and is 400' deep. This aluminum sided home has 2 bedrooms,
living room, family room, kitchen and I bath, electric heat, and water is fur
nished by a community well. This house has been well cared for and is ready to
be moved into. Also on this Tract there is a 35x65 aluminum building with truss
roof, reinforced concrete floor, 3 phase electric heat, bathroom and fluorescent
lighting. This building also has 2 large drive-through doors.'1 in front and 1 in
the rear
TRACT NO. 3 - 135' a 200' LOT (Commeoity Wall): This beautifully landscaped
lot is well drained and has mature shade trees. Improvements consist of a cornmunity well that supplies water to all surrounding properties. There is presently
a 24x32 cottage with a 12x24 attached office or game room The Cottage has
electric heat and community water; aluminum siding, insulated windows. 2
bedrooms; living room; kitchen and carport. This cottage will be sold to be
moved from lot and then offered as a combination with lot The cottage will be
sold fully furnished, living room suite, end tables, lamps, stereo, dinette set,
electric range, small electric appliances, refrigerator, dishwasher and 2 bedroom

•

Professional office and
building maintenance
daily or weekly. Lee's
Carpet Cleaning 753 5827

50 USED TRUCKS

Taxi Cab Service

Landscaping and Lawn
Maintenance take care of
this troublesome task
quickly and efficiently.
Free estimates 759 1913.

CARPET CLEANING.
Free estimates. Satisfied
references. Vibra-Vac
steam or quick dryclean
ing. LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING,753 5827.

PURDOMS
.5 Off
Free 14 Kt gold Gift With
Purchase
Each

Leaf Removal - Let T&D

Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shap
ing, complete removal
and more. Call BOVER'S
TREE SERVICE,for professional tree care. 7538536.

FOR SALE

One Complete Wall of

Import Auto Salvage
many parts for *wall cars
and pickups Repair that
gas saver and keep it go
ing 474 2325.

K & K Stump Removal.
Do you need stumps
removed from yoor yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24- below
the ground, leaving only
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435 43,43 or Bot
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319

•
•

•
•

X 30
3r:b
ERVICESOFFEREE SERVICESOFFERED SERVICESOFFERED SERVICESOFFERED

suites.

TRACT NO. 4: This well drained lot lays level and is ready for building, with electricity and water available. This property has 175' frontage on Cherry Corner and
PottertoWn Road and is 285' deep.
TRACT NO. 5:This lot is amost identical to Tract No. 4 but only has 170' Iron
tage
TRACT op. 6 •
135': This well landscaped lot has an abundance of fruit
trees, mature shade trees and there is a 10x16 green house.
TRACT
7: This tract keys level to gently rolling with beautiful mature
shode trees and a sown lawn. Defmitely an idnol Wilting site.
All of these tracts will be sold separate thee offered In various combinations.
There will be a representative the moods to show property December 7th.
8th, and 9th or will show Real Estate by appeinhemet any day prior to sale date.
SHOP EQUIPMENT:
Wrenches & hand tools; Model 12-13-12 Tapco Port-o-Brake, Up to 121
/
2 feet
material; Harris Acetelyne Torch & Welder-dual stage with cart, 10' Rockwelldelta table saw, 2 horseivith Dayton single phase-engine, Lock Former-(22
gauge); Target-combination concrete and steel saw with 3 horse motor, 10"
/
2 foot steel table. DuoRockwell delta radial saw; 50 foot deluxe work bench, 171
fast air nailer; Sears Craftsman 44 horse power grinder, Forney (Model) CS
1
2" first drill press (table model);Bufwelder; Several hundred feed of air hose; /
falo-5 speed heavy duty /
1
2 drill press, table moder2-Electric screw drills (Rever/
2 inch staples, 1 Duo-fast air
se &Stop); 2 model K57648-air stapler with up to 11
nailer CN350 up to 16 penny nails; 2-CN137 duo-fast air nailer: Craftsman
sidewinder grinder, Toro 10" electric chain saw, Rockwell model 641 router,
Black & Decker-No. 7600 power router; Black & Decker-router power cutter.
Black 4 Decker-Pik commercial skill Saw; 4 portable drills; 1' metal shear
PRINTING EQUIPMENT:
A.B. Dick 320 off-set duplicator with a master conversion. unit model 166. Viking
9 slash folding machine; Lighted make-up table; 3 cases-1154"x11" copier paper,
12 cases 854 II" printing paper: All types of ctiernicah for pruitmg operation,
106 A B. Dick plate exposure unit, 3 Master address machines, Brand new
Michael Gather Ease Electro Desk Top Calculator. Simple Simon Camera
This is a complete setup fora smaN print shop. It will all sell as on reit.
BUILDING MATERIALS:
aluminum,
4" x 8' pre-cut aluminum, 025 4" x10' pre4.Yolls 4" cod
cut aluminum; 24 cases 16" penny coated nails, 3 cases duo-fast 10 penny
coated nails:4 cases duo-fast 6 penny coated nails19 cases duo-fast /
1
2staples. 9
/
2 inch-galvanized duo-fast staples. 5 cases 5/8 inch galvanized duo-fast
cases 11
staples: I case ki inch galvanized duo-fast staples; 11 4' x 6' aluminum and
steel doors hinged and ready to mount. 2-4 x 6 a 20. 146-2 x 4 a 16. 3-1 x 6
x12; 6-1 x 4 x 8; 1-8-20 x 24 aluminum windows; -32-2' 0" a 30" aluminum
windows; 238-2x4 studs; 29-particle board. 66-2x4x12, 69-sheets 5/8"
plywood; 8-2x4x20; 8-4x4x12. 4-4x4x18.4-4x4x8
PORTABLE BUILDINGS:
8-8' x 12'. 7'8 x 16' and 3-10x 20' Deluxe Storage Buildings, Four custom-made
dog houses; 1-3 port dog box, all aluminum and steel.
TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT:
Murry-42" cut, 11 hp lawn tractor: Gillison-8 horse power tiller, John Deere-trim
mower 18' cut. 1946 Model 20 Ferguson Tractor, 6 foot grader blade. Like new
Sears 42" cut 11 hp electric start, lawn tractor.
MISCELLANEOUS: 2 wood racks for firewood; 4 foot show case. 5 sets of axles, 3
with brakes, 2 no brakes(with wheels and tires)

125x

N.

N

.025

.025

COPIER
A B Dick 675 copier & stand
ALUMINUM:
corners, 102-6i corners. 11-10' corners, 2 white-12' corners, 92-4 x16'
natural aluminum. 6-4%10' natural aluminum, 79-2x16' natural aluminum, 61.
2)(12' natural aluminum, 104-4119' natural aluminum, 95-4x12' natural
aluminum; 42-4'x7' natural aluminum, 75-4'x8' natural aluminum, 45-2'x8'
natural aluminum, 65-4130' natural aluminum,'4'x8' sheet red aluminum.
2'a10' aluminum, 2-12' gables, 2'x14' aluminum, 2%16' foot aluminum
REASON FOR SELLING:
This is not a distress auction. This baseness is a meeetriaker new as it has Wee
all these years. Mr. and Mrs. Piekerloo, after leaving operated this factory Mere
1954 and having bee* involved mate 'stoney* in their church work, have
decided to fulfill their dreams of fell time Evangelistic service to people all over
our country.
TERMS:
Real Estate 20% down day of sale with balm* en delivery of deed withal 30
drys.
• • Pomona! Property • Cash
OWNERS: Mr. I Mrs. B.D. Pinkerton

132-8'

cm Shelton

•

REAL ESTATEA6acErN c.70
217t1385 ..,ts
F1 247-2882
Ky.

Ic.

Mayfield,
neer
.o
W.Shelton Realtor & Auctioneer. Eddie Cockrel, actiLtr

--1

ml 1 Paris Road
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Schools Working On Open-Air Classroom
.
(+111SV 11.1.E, Ky.
; - - If final details
'be approved, the
lef erson County school
s•,tem will one day inI d e an open-air
tassroom that features
tees, ponds and birds inAead of chalkboards,
. sks and books.
The sPhool system is
orking on an agreement
...; the '7eiducky Nature
1.s..-ices Commission to
• c•• the 176 -acre
! ickacre Nature
_stA ye east of ,Jeffer;or no charge. In
,
!he schools would
•;

develop Blackacre as a
center for environmental
education.
The schools could expand a program they
have already begun at the
preserve, and Blackacre
probably would be open
to a variety of other
groups and individuals.
The nature commission
has searched for someone
to take control of the
preserve.
"It's a nice package,"
said Don Harker,director
of the Nature Preserves
Commission. "Blackacre
is an important historic

TEl ACES'IRA
:.•sr

G. CORN, JR

preserve, said David Volunteer workes and
Wicks, who has college interns also would
developed the existing help.
If the terms of the
school program there.
are settled
agreement
So far, the preserve has
could
proposal
the
soon,
,
been open to classes two
days a week. After the go to the school board for
Smiths move, it would a vote in January.
The schools current use
open five or maybe six
Blackacre is coorof
days a week,Wicks said.
Wicks would become dinated through the
coordinator of the pro- school system's Ingram and move to one of novative Diversion prothe homes on the proper- gram, which deals mainty. Tentative plans also ly with children with
call for a full-time, live-in special needs.
Some teachers bring
naturalist whose salary
would be paid through students to expand ideas
donations and grants. taught in textbooks.

Relive The Legend!
"BING CROSBY:His Life and Legend"
.z
•
Tonight!
7 p.m.

\I

Ii

21 Murray-Mayfield

::* I
:
VA-

KET Fall TeleFund
Keep A Good Thing Going... All Across Kentucky!
dc Xdot

d

Co,po,atiOn to, Publit Broacicas1,1g and r•• SET FounClaton

Tar,

8 mg. "tar", 0.8 mg. mum,ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

C11.1 RJ REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

10-30-A

NORTH
•Q 106
•8 54
•9 4 3 2
•J 72

to know!)14 that we are
M(tard Cecil.

site that needs to be
preserved."
Blackacre is a farm
that is still operating. The
owners, Judge Macauley
Smith and his wife,
Emilie, donated the farm
to the state in 1979 with
the stipulation that it be
used for environmental
education. The Smiths
will move from the property next September.
Jefferson County
students have been taking excursions to
Blackacre for more than
a year already. About
1,800 have visited the

EAST
lade a fine defen- WEST
•8 7 2
declarer's •K J 5 3
•K 10 6 2
11,A Q 7
cuntract. But •J 8
•10 6 5
1r1 aye n little help.•A 10 9 8
•Q 5
laiTt ..rn.t...1 him with
SOUTH
IV:.
lidn't have to
#A 9 9
:n.(1 (RI larer had a
•J 93
•A K Q 7
I. I in y,,-oig that his conK 63
t wept
(lift, 10 was covVulnerable: East-West
;,,1 t• tt:r j wk and queen
H.--• won his king. Dealer. South: The bidding:
- diamonds South West North East
Pass
Pass • Pass
• .1:
,.Itilocking the 1 NT
• t •
orne discards
Opening lead: Club 10
,T714e was led
.1 n17,my's queen.
p...! up with his
c:Ished his clubs. and he should have. Instead
.,dIng the spade of cashing his high diaro, 1 ,,.•inth club (he monds to give West a free
liei plared the deuce road map. he should have
led a low spade at trick two.
A
::OW
time for West could still have found
. Clearly the winning defense but then
honor -in he would have done so withonly.hope for out declarer's help.
',s 1:+y with the heart
• - ho, Id 1.t est lead away
Bid with Corn
-t right into the
•it one no trump South holds: 10-30-B

.
i!

:11.e.,, lay in count. •'t
•,
South had
•
rlints in dia.z. :rn-oe points in
!Z.- y he held the
- I. wake 16, so he
t '1.4N'e the king of
h.is would place
19 points, too
•
it !%•! a bid of one no

•

•

•K J 5 3
1,A Q 7
•J 8
•A 10 9 8

North
1 NT
2*

South
24

ANSWER: Four no trump.

Not Blackwood but a quanthis fine analysis, tative raise. Opener should
• '-hilted to hearts and pass with a minimum and
:!•• defenders took four continue to slam with a
•rir.kc -- down two good one no trump opening.
• good defense.
bridge questions to The Aces,
:bout declarer's Send
P.0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
l'ee1.1 he have made with self-addressed, stamped envelope
!
• t,,
lifficult? Yes, for reply.
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Where a man belongs.

•

Family Service Saws 1886-

96 Years of
Service To
Murray &
loway County
J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
11 oasis y 1111olkor4virtoor
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Christmas
Sale
at the
Car ?King's

Ben

•

Savings Up To

40%
On Some Items
Oteleg os 0111st14°
atle Ning'a
•

4.

Den

Bel:4k Or.
Open Sunday 1-5
Open Lore Each Eve.
753-0550
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Ydlit Health.
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